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HIGHER COMMERCIAL EDUCATION AT ANTWERP, LEIP-
ZIG, PARIS AND HAVRE.

MICHAEL E. SADLER, M.A.*
1

In common parlance, the phrase
"Commercial Education " is loosely
used as covering a number of quite
different things. First, it may sig-
nify the evening classes, in such sub-
jects as book-keeping, typewriting
and commercial arithmetic, which
youths and voung women attend in
increasing numbers in all industrial
countries,with a viewto better equip-
ping themselves in the technical
qualifications of clerkship. Secondly
the phrase may mear a sort of sec-
ondary, or intermediate training, the
curriculum of which is exclusively
occupied with " modern " studies
and is so devised as at any rate
' not to spoil a lad for business life
byfilling his mind -ith a lot of things
vhich will be of no use to him

afterwards." In German-speaking
countries and in Scandinavia "mod-
ern" secondary education of this
type has recently made important
strides, The " Realschulen " are a
principal cause of German success
in modern commerce. Something
is being done in this direction in our
own country, but it must be con-
fessed that in England the phrase
" commercial education " still suf
fers from rather sordid associations.
It is often rather a cry of angry pro-

test against misplaced and mechani-
cal kinds of classical education,
than the mark of any very definite
achievement in the direction of edu.
cational reform. In the mouths of
some who use it, it rather implies
active dislike of Latin graamar than
a clear conception of some alterna-
tive discipline. In England, this
kind of "commercial education"
often enjoys the conventional epithet
"sound," but it is apt to be more
attractive in a prospectus than ade-
quate to the purpose which it is
supposed to have in view. " Mod-
ern " secondary education, if it is to
hold its own against a good classi-
cal education, needs tobe very good
indeed. It has still to make its
tradition. It has still to think out
the fundamental principles of its
curriculum. It has still to improve
its methods of teaching, especially
in the teaching of modern languages.
But it will indisputably play a great
part in the future.† Thirdly, the
expression " commercial education"
is used in yet a different, and even

t Reference may here be made to a paper
by the present writer on " The Reaischulen
of Berlin, and their bearing on questions of
Secondary and Commuercia dEaucation," print-
ed in the "Special Reports on Educational
Subjects," 1896.7. (London, Eyre & Spottis-
woode.)

* Director of the Special Inquiries Branch, Education Department, London, England.
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higher, sense, viz., the highly spe- great secondary schools in England
cialzed training which, coming as (though not elsewhere) question
the crovn of a broad secondary whether any training school can
education, aims at doing the work, "make a competent nian into a bet.
to quote Mr. Brereton's phrase, of a ter teacher. Some of the pros and
commercial Woolwich or Sandhurst. cons in this discussion are stated

Each of these grades or types of below ; but, in the meantime, it
commercial education is receiving will be admitted that the fact of
at the present time increasingly close France, Germany and Belgium, not
attention on the part of the public, to speak of Austria-hungary, Italy,
of governments, and of educational the United States of America and
authorities, in ail countries to which Japan, ail showing a steadily in-
commercial prosperity is a matter creasing interest in this highest
of vital importance. The trend of branch of commercial education, is
opinion and of national activities is at least an indication of its impor-
now so definitely in a commercial tance under the changing conditions
direction that educati n is naturally of international trade.
being so adjusted as the better to
serve commercial ends. But it has I.
already become clear that the three The Institut Supérieur de Com-
objects defined above are entirely merce at Antwerp aims at being a
distinct ; that they call for different University for the future merchant
treatment, different kinds of teach- and at the special training of those
ers, different methods of organiza. to whom the consular service of the
tion and supply ; and that nothing country will ultimately be entrusted.
but confusion and waste result from it is a public institution. It is under
attempts to mix them up or combine the inspection of the State. Its pro-
them. fessors are civil servants The Bel-

The aim of the present paper is gian Government pays three-quar-
to describe certain efforts which are ters of its annual cost and the mun-
being made on the continent of icipality of Antwerp the rest. The
Europe to provide the highest grade latter is responsible for the erection
of commercial education-the kind and up keep of the buildings, and
of advanced and specialized training for its equipment. The animal sub-
which a young doctor gets at the sidy of th. State amounts to £1,-
hospitals, u young lawyer in the 800; that of the municipaity to
lectures provided by the Inns of c6oo. The spacious new build.
Court, a candidate for holy orders ings, to which the Institute lias late
at a theological college,and a young ly been transferred, have cost the
publicist at the celebrated Ecole city of Antwerp £20,000. In No-
Libre des Sciences Politiques in vember, 1897, when I visited the
Paris, or at our own School of institution, by permission of the
Economics and Political Science in Belgian Minister for Trade and
London. Whether, indeed, these Labor, and of Dr. Grandgaignage,
analogies hold good, is a subject of its distinguished director, its stu-
controversy. Som> oi the most dents numbered 233. Of these noless
eminent leaders of commercial en than go were foreigners, the Belgian
terprise, both in this country and Government welcoming students
elsewhere, deny that any school of from other countries, and finding
commerce can make a man of busi- that the associations thus formed
ness, just as the headmasters ofsome are indirectly helpful to the further-
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ance of Belgian trade. The Insti- from French into Englhsh and Ger-
tute has a staff of fouiteen profes- man , physical geography , the out-
sors, and two Répétiteurs or assist lines of universal history (a special
ants, exclusive of the Director, who periid being announced before-
himself takes a small but inportant hand), commercial arithmetic and
part in the instruction. The normal the elements of book-keeping , the
course extends over two years, but elements of algebra and geometry ,
a supplementary, though optional, the elements of physics and chcmis-
year's work bas recently been add- try , commercial law and political
ed to the curriculum. Zach student economy. The entrance examination
pays a fee of about £1o for the first is held once a year, early in Octo-
year, and of about [i2 for the sec- ber, and is conducted by a Board
ond. These fees go towards increas nominated by the Minister of Trade.
ing the salaries of the professors. No one is advised to present him-
The complete first year's course in- self for admission under the age of
cludes the following subjects : First 17. Students, who have passed the
and foremost, the routine of a mer leaving examination in a recognized
chant's office, including practical Belgian secondary school, or have
instruction in ad'.anced commercial obtained the leaving certificate in
arithmetic, rates of exchange, aver- a German secondary school with a
age and marine assurance, bills of nine yea -s' course, are excused from
lading, the execution of charter the entrance examination, provid-
parties, calculation of the values of ed that their leaving or other certi-
foreign weights and measures, and ficate shows that they have a com
commercial correspondence in vari- petent knowledge of all the subjects
ous languages ; next, the history of above named. Thus the work of
commercial products, political econ the Institute bases itself upon the
omy and statistics, commercial and foundation of a liberal education, to
industrialgeography,the elements of be previouslyobtaintd by thestudent
commercial law, with the following in a good secondary school. Stu-
modern languages : German, Eng dents coming from classical schools
lish, Dutch (obligatory on Belgian have to pass the entranice exami-
students), and either Spanish, Ital- nation in book-keeping, political
ian or Russian. The second year's economy, commercial law, arithme-
course cardes forward the instruc- tic and chemistry. These regula-
tion of the above subjects to a high- tions may be modified in the case
er stage, laying special stress on of foreign students. Attached to
commercial law, and on the study of the Institute is a preparatory course,
tariffs, and adding. a weekly practi- in which those who so desire cari
cal discourse designed to acquaint obtain, at a fee of [4, special pre-
the students with the main regulat- paration for the entrance test This
ing conditions of modern shipbuild- course lasts from Easter to the be
ing. ginning of August. The student who

The students fall into two cate bas passed the entrance examina-
gories-those who enter their names tion is recognized as an é/éve de
for certain subjects only, and those premniére annee. At the end of the
who undertake the full course. The year he bas to undergo an examen
latter form the majority. They are de passage, which is conducted by
required to pass an examination for the teaching staff of the Institute.
entrance, the subjects being a com At intervals throughout the year the
position in French; a translation students are tested by oral and
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written examinations, and the re-
sults of these frequent tests are reck
oned into the aggregate of marks
obtained in the annupl exami-
nations. The scales of marks award.
ed in the examinations are given in
the appendix. In the case of the
examen de passage, and of the examen
de sortie, a student's place is fixed
by averaging the place won by him
in the examination itself and in the
aggregate of the examinations held
during the twelve months preced.
ing. It is strongly feit by the
authorities of the Institute to be un-
desirable to place'a student accord
ing to the result of a single examina-
tion. His work during the whole
year is taken into account, and this
arrangement bas a salutary effect on
the student's industry and applica.
tion. At the end of the student's
second year comes the severe final
test-the examen de sortie. The
Board of Examiners in this case is
nominated by the Government and
muaicipality, but always includes
some representative of the teaching
staff. To show how practical is the
point of view taken in the examina-
tion, it mry be well to mention that
last year the Board of Exammers
included a retired consul general,
who had served Belgium with dis.
tinction in nany countries; one of
the most eminent of the merchants
in Antwerp engaged in foreign
trade, and another very well-known
merchant who himself writes with
authority on economic questions.
The first of these three gentle.aen
was specially chosen in order to
judge the candidates' fitness for con-
sular appointments. The second was
specially chosen to conduct the ex-
amination in business knowledge,
while the third was appointed with
special reference to the examination
in practical political economy. With
these three examiners were asso.
ciated a professor from the Uniiver-

sity of Brussels, and tlhree profes-
sors from the staff of the Institute
itself. This is a strong board-strong
·alke in practical knowledge and in
academic qualifications. It awards
to the candidates wlio are success
ful in the final examnation, diplo-
mas of merit (dipl/mes de capacité )
But these diplomas are notlightly
given. Last year two thirds of the
candidates for the diplomas were,
as we ' should say, " ploughed."
Great stress is laid upon the neces-
sity of keeping the standard high. I
myself heard some of the students
grumble at the rejection of a num-
ber of industrious students who, as
they thought, had deserved success.
lIut the professors are resolutely in
favor of confining the diploma of
the Institute to those who are both
industrious and clever. " We do
not want to give our diplomas to
bookworms, however plodding," I
heard one of them say; " we require
distinct promise of business facul-
ty, as well as a high standard of
knowledge." There is no doubt
that they are right. The reputation
of the Institute will ultimately de-
pend on their tenacity in maintain-
ing the standard. Otherwise, its
diplomas will come to mean very
little-possibly worse than little-in
the practical world of trade.

Already the diplomas are highly
valued by business men. The fact
that they are awarded by a Board
of Examiners, thus combining prac-
tical knowledge with academic dis-
tinction, adds to their prestige They
confer the title of " Licencié en .sci-
ences Commerciales," and this, in
a land wheïe badges of honor are
not lightly esteemed, is perhaps of
more accotint in the Belgian work-
a day world than it would be in
London. Another and very real ad-
vantage conferred by the diploma is
that it qualifies the student to obtain
one of the travelling scholarships
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awarded by the Government in or- ally sent to report. They find and
der to encourage commercial enquiry seize business openings there. Some
and report. This is one of the most have heen, or are, consuls or vice-
important features of the system. consuls for Belgium at Calcutta,
The State makes an annual grant of Sydney, Melboutne, Buenos Ayres,
1i,8oo a year to provide these tra- Odessa and Yokohama. The scheme

velling scholarships (bourses de voy is intended to have a close bearing
age - travelling studentships for on the future of the Belgian con.
commercial research, as they may bc sular service. Most of the Belgian
called. This forin of subsidy,whch consuls of the future will be trained
is additional to the annual grant at the Institut Supérieur de Com.
made to the Institute, has been im merce at Antwerp. The third year
itated by the French Government. of study there-now just introduced
The object of the travelling student- -- will be one of the chief entrances
ships is to enable young men to ex to consular life, but the Government
tend their practical knowledge of properly reserves to itself the right
commercial life to that of non Er f- -reC sc ction for conu.ar va
pean countries. The studentships cancies, in case it thinks well ta ap-
are worth [200 to [250 a year, point an engineer, or other expert,
acccrding to the country which the trajned elsevhere. In short, how-
student chooses to visit. It is im ever, it may be said that the Belgian
portant that the moncy value of Government has resalved ta create
these research studentships should a highlytrained commercial cansular
be large. Otherwise they do not service ta act as an intelligence de-
enable the holders to undertake partment for Belgian trade. In the
journeys which, though costly at the conmon rom of the Institute I
time, may lead to the development heard a professar read alaud from a
of lucrative markets. They are report prepared by a former student,
tenable for three 3 -. Students a list of the vares vhich it behcved
holding these sc.,.arships have Belgian traders ta have ready for
gone, in former yeai ,, to the Cape, sale along the new une of rail-
the Argentine Republic, Brazil, the road in course af constructian by
United States, Canada, Mexico, the Egyptian Government into the
China, Japan, British India, Aus- Sudan.
tralia and New Zealand. It is a In this cannectin, it may be
condition attached ta these Iprize pointed ont that sc higher co-
fellowships for commercial research» nercial institutes, as tha of Ant-
that the holder should at halfyearly werp, are likely to do a valuable
intervals repart ta, the Belgian Gav- vork in training men who ill be
ernment as t cpenings for Belgian Ieminently fitted ta vrite an cot-
trad. In Antwerp I heard that mercial subjects for the press.
tlîe results af this system were re- The functian of the special carre-
garded ashighly satsfactarr. The spondent is becoming increasingly
Belgian Government meansta have important. The courses at the
skilled outposts in every part of the Institute are ivell adapted ta give a
world, watshing and reporting upon young man the kind of general
the course of trade. Most of the knowledge of trade questions which
yaung men who started by holding would best fit him (if he possesses
these travelling scholarships have the jayrnalistic faculty ta start with)
remained in business in the coun- for the duties of a special carres-
tries upon which they were origin- pendent conmissined ta inquire
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into and report on the trade open-
ings in new or distant countries.
I heard at Antwerp that a young
man, who has recently passed
through the Institute, is distinguish-
ing himself by his management of a
newspaper which pays special atten-
tion to commercial questions and t.
the development of new markets
for Belgian goods

3esides those who areundertaking
the full course. other students are
allowed on what is called "Inscrip-
tion Spéciale," to take one or
more of the various courses of in-
structioi offered in the programme.
These " occasional students " are
not Cquired L pass any examina-
tion, nor of course are they entitleq
to sit for the diploma. They pay
for each course, with the exception
mentioned below, a fee of 30 francs,
reduced to 15 francs in case of re-
newal. Thesestudents are admitted
at any period of the course. For the
" Bureau Comnercial'-the course
of instruction in business knowledge
which is the pivot of the educational
work of the Institute-they pay £4
a year. But no student may enter
for the " Bureau Connercial" un-
less he takes at ieast four other
courses of either year.

The courses begn in the second
week of October in each year.
There are three vacations-the first
from 24 th December to 5 th or 6th
January, the second extending from
the Monday in Holy Week to the
Tuesday sen'night after Easter, and
the "long" from August 15 th to the
second Tuesday in October. The
lectures are given in French. The
work of the Bureau Commercial is
conducted in the principal modern
languages. It will thus be seen
that a gcod knowledge of foreign
tongues is an indispensable qualifi-
cation for the courses. Without it
a student would get little advantage
from the Institution. I was told by

one of the professors that an ordin-
ary English boy would fail in the
entrance examination in foreign
languages. Not that my informant
thouglht by any means that the
Englishman is naturally ill-fitted
for the study of living languages.
There is indeed abundant proof to
the contrary. But he maintained,
and doubtless with good reason,
that the ordinary methods of teach-
ing foreign languages in use in most
English schools are behind the
time. Happily there are many
signs of reform, and the Modern
Language Association is helping for-
ward a movement which mav revo-
lutionize the position of modern
language teaching in our schools.
There is great and urgent need for
this reform. It is the foundation
of the best preparation for modern
commercial life. Without it, much
other commercial teaching will be
comparatively fruitless. Belgium,
Germany, and Scandinavia have
much to teach us in this matter.
What is really wanted is the training
of a much larger number' of highly
skilled and highly educated English
teachers of modern languages.
Many such are already working in
our schools-but we need far more,
and we also need a higher standard
of public expectation in the matter
of foreign-language teaching. Other
countries have shot ahead of us in
this branch of education They
have found that foreigners cannot
do the work so well as their own
people can, if the latter are properly
trained. But the training is an
arduous and costly business, and it
requires, as an essential pre con-
dition, a high standard of general
culture in the teacher. An ill-edu-
cated man cannot master the prin-
ciples on which all good language-
teaching depends. Of the bearing
of the good teaching of modern lan-
guages on our commercial interests
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it is hardly necessary to say much.
The need explains itself. Our con-
sulr reports frequently deplore the
inferiority of the average English
commercial traveller in the use of
foreign tongues. To quote only one
of these, Mr. Wilfrid Powell, H.M.
Consul at Stettin, in his report of
October 21St, 1897, thus alludes to
the question:-

" How many British boys on leaving school
or the universities to face life in a business
whicb s world-wide, can speak with fluency
or even tolerably any language other than
their own ? They have-it is true-a certain
knowledge of Latin which is very useful,
and a smattering of Greek, which is useful
pr.babig ut the Church or in the learned
professions alone, but could they proceed to
France or Germany or Spain and be able to
make themselves understood?

" Undoubtedly the far greater majority of
British lads on the completion of their educa-
tion become what is vaguely termed men of
business, and at the present day it is an
absolute necessity for the carrying on of that
business against the keen competition-whiob,
owing to European peace, has manifested
itself in foreign lands during the last twenty.
five years-that we, as 'a nation of mer-
chants,' should be able to deal -. 'th our cus-
tomers in their own tongues, aid for this
purpose it is of the utmost imp<rtance that
the youth of Great Britain sho:ld 1 e instructed
for the most part in living knguages."*

Elsewhere in the present volume
the wider bearings of this educa-
tional question are discussed. It is
not only for commercial reasons
that first-rate teaching of modern
languages is needed in secondary
schools. The purely intellectual as
well as the commercial interests of
the nation seem to call for it. But
for commercial purposes it is ob-
vi.ously an urgent need. And this,
not merely in order that our com-
mercial travellers may, as bas been
humorously said, excel in " the arts
of solicitation,» but that our men of

*Foreign Office, 1897, Miscellaneous
Series, No. 434. Report on Subjects of Gen-
eral and Commercial Interest. Report on
the Association for the Promotion of Foreign
Commercial Relations la Stettin. (C. 8649-
5. id.)

business generally may enjoy those
facilities for at once divining the
needs of foreign customers, and for
studying the industrial ard com-
mercial conditions of foreign coun-
tries in foreign newspapers, books
and reports, which are increasingly
indispensable for success in modern
trade.

The growing stress of the compet-
itive struggle is forcing merchants
to shake .iemselves free from a good
deal of old routine. They have to
put more brain than heretofore
into certain parts of the business
of distribution, which, under older
conditions, could be left more or
less to the chapter of accidents or to
the discretion of distant agents.
The manufacturer for export (or the
merchant who virtually directs him
by explicit orders) bas to pic-
ture to himself more vividly than
before the actual conditions under
which his goods will be offered for
sale in each of a number of distant
countries. He bas to thnk out
beforehand the point-of-view of the
remote customers whom he wishes
to attract. He bas to project him-
self in imagination into a number of
far off markets and to adjust his
plans to their whims and traditional
prejudices. He has to pack bis
goods as his customers are hkely to
prefer them packed. He has to de-
s:gn bis goods and bis advertise-
ments so as to appeal to their
fancies. He needs, for commercial
purposes, that faculty of imagination
by which, as Adam Smith said,
,We place ourselves in another

man's situation, enter as it were
into bis body and become in a
measure him, and thence form some
idea of bis sensations and even feel
something which, though weaker in
degree, is not altogether unlike
them.' In other words, the suc-
cessful exporter to distant marltets
needs a realistic imagination. At
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school, therefore, bis imagination knoivledge al] through bis comner-
should be stimulated and trainied, cial life. Hence lie will need the
not, however, by attempts to make intellectual habit of flnding out
him prematurely realhze commercial things for himself, of quickly grasp-
conditions, but by the searching and ing opportunities for extending bis
appropriate discipline of a liberal kiîowiedge, of using books of refer.
education. The latter, if it is ence and travel fot recbanically
rightly administered, will give him and letlargically, but with ready
precision of thought, accuracy of power of app>ied imagination. And,
observation and exactness in ex- in order to do this, he vill require
pression without at the sanme time tle trained faculty of learning new
nducing inertness or insensibility of 1 languages, at any rate up to the

imagination. The power of putting point ivhich will give him access to
yourself at another person's point of the necessary literature.
view is as capable of development by Thus, the true foundation for
skilful .trainng as is the power of commercial instruction is to be laid
casting figures or of handling a in the efficient secondary school,
cricket bat A boy who has been but experience is showing, more
taught at s-hool vividly to realize1, clearly every day, that if theimodem
the actual circumstances of the siege secondary school is to turn out the
of Syracuse or of the struggle of the right kind of material for the bigber
Puritan Revolution, vill find him t r..nks of modem business life, it
self in after life more able to picture must gfve a good general education,
to himself the actual conditions of ad opot be driven or tempted into
distant markets in China or on the te fallacy of prenature specializa-
Congo than if he had been brought tion in subjents which a boy may
up on the meagre fare of shorthand indeed Ilcrani up" (an indtistrious
and mere crain-books of commercial boy cati be got to "cram up » any-
geograpya The longer way round thing), but wvhich are unsuitable for
is often the shortest in tie end. bis age, and themselves crowd out
What he needs to learn is tîe habit other aind more appropriate forms
of taking the necessary trouble to of intellectual discipline.
acquire the exact knowledge of me- This ma be te best place to
mote conditions upon wvhich bis report on wvhat 1 heard in Antwerp
imagination bas to play. \ chile about the characteristics of some of
fortifying bis powers of imagination the foreign studentswhio have attend.
on the one hand %ve have to drill ed the Institute. The Belgians are
hiim into the habit of steadying his ai necessarily good inguist . The
imagination by the necessary ballast geographîcal position ot their count
of laboriously acquired facts. This try compels them to be so, and
is what lie wihl gec by the best kind the excellent instruction in modern
of training at a good secondsry languages given by the Belgin
school. And then, when the proper secondary schools greatly develops
time comes lie will be able to avail their linguistic aptitude. The Rus-
himself of opportunities for acquir. sian students at Antwerp are some
ng precise knowlege of the par. of them very poor, but very indus-

ticular conditions of the foreign trious. They often earn a few
makets under whch bis varios francs a day by retailing the sub
ventures hill be carried on. But it stance of the early lectures to stu
Wal be necessary for him to go dents wo are themselves too azy to
on acquiring and deepening tbis get up in time to hear tem. It
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may be explained, in passing, that given special thought to the natter,
the first leston always hegins at to have guaranteed to the Institute
eight o'clock ivi the mornirg. The a healthy intimacy %vith commercial,
Grernans, though n-t always clever, as distinguislied from purely edu-
are invariably eag, and keen " If cational, interests. Tliere is a
I look round my class," a professor general desire to prevent its vork
said to me, " and mark the most in- from becaming mixed up or con-
diîstrious face, it is nearly always fused with the work of Evening
the face of a German." Thc Bel- Continuation Schools, or of Second
gians and Germans are very keen ary Education. This separation
about commercial advancement, is held ta be for the good
and have throwvn themselves into a both sides. eThe Institute is
commercial life with the keenness doing wvork of a kind wvhicli requires
and enthusiasmi wivch Iead ta suc- fresh and very special knaovledge of
cess in any branch of study. 0f commercial needs and ai commer-
late years there lias been only one cial ie. Once ut off fro the
English "regu/ir" sttudent at the tendencies of commercial cirdes, it
Inistitute. He wvent through the first might (it is said) gEt inta a sort of
ycar and did very well. But, during educational backwater. Its hie and
the summer vacation betwee f his growing success depend on the sup

first and second year of study, an part, the confidence, and the con-
insurance office in Manchester tinuous criticism o men activndy
oilered him a post, which he ac. engaged in commerce. The interest
cepted, and thus he neyer cometed taken in education in Belgipai so
lus fuli course at the Institute. idespread that the methods ofin-

struction adopted the Institute
are naturally based n the best prin.

The Institut Suprieur de Cnm . ciples if educational sciefce. The
ngers at Antwerp is under the prfessrs are trusted, being experts
direct supervision, not of the ]3elgian at the work. The inspection is wise
Education Department, but f the and fair. The inspectrs do ot
board of Trade. It has not always interfere in the purely educational
been so. Owing ta successive side of the Institute's wark The
changes in the organization ai the Ministry takes cousel from experts
lrslgian Depart ent of State, the as to the plans a study, and is
lnstituIe bias passed tunder the careful flot ta prescribe %vlat is edu.
charge of variaus offices, but it lias cationaly impossible. Thus the
no settled defintely vnder that ai care fer tde educatinal interests a
the Miriister of Commerce and In- the InstIete is secured and what
diistry, just as the Higher Agricul- remains-the care, naniely, for its
tural Schools are under - super- efficiency according t commercial
vion a the Department t Agri- standards-is (it is eld) best left ta
coture. found on ail hands an the Ministry whose rst care is
agreement that this is the best plan. commerce. It is iteresting ta note
ct is said ta bring the Institute inta tlat a siînilar viev is taken in
close cannection with practical men France, where th Schotlsaot Com-
of business. The primary abject aiserce, includin6  the eoe des
tli,! Institute is tmchnical, not in the (iutes Études Co mmeri a at
stiircter sense educational. its Paris, and the lcolleî Supérieures
sc.erance framp the Education De- de Comrterce at Havre and else-
pat ment is said, by thase who have 1here, are under the supervision,
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not of the Education Department,
but of the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry. The same tendency
may be noted in the different States
of Germany, vhere the Technical
High Sdhools are not under the care
of the Education Departments, but
of the Ministers of Trade and In-
dustry. It should be added that, in
the latter case, the friends of Higher
Technical Education think that the
Technical Institutes get more funds
from the State under the present
arrangement than they would if
they were massed with all other
kinds of instruction under the Edu-
cation Department. But the funda-
mental reason alleged for the con-
nection of all these forms of higier
technical education with the corres-
ponding Ministers of Trade, is that

sional training might be the frani.
ing of regulations which wouhl
indirectly induce premature specu-
lation in the schools whicli form tie
avenue to the institutes for highter
technical and professional studies

The Director of the Institute, Dr.
Grandgaignage, who courteously
gave me much valuable information,
extracted for me the following st.t.
tistics from his records

Total N,mbr of 01 these were
Year. Studens"in the (a) Belgians. <b) Qr foreign

Instnte. nationais

1895 219 142 77

1897 247 166

these branches of instruction are The entrance lists for the session,
more really allied in interest to the which at the time of my visit had
Departments of Commerce than to but recently begun, vere fot yet
the Departments of Education. It complete. The total number of
will be noted, however, that this students in the Institute had risen
arrangement impiies for its success, to 255, of whom 22 were in their
and for the avoidance alike of waste third year. Of the residue, 143
of money and of conflict of purpose, were Belgians, and go of foreign
close concert b'5tween the different , birth.
Departments concerned, and the ex- It may be of interest if I describe
istence. among the public at large, some of the lectures which I w as
of a high standard of enlightenment permitted to hear. They were still
as to the principles of educational being given in the old buildings in
administration. It is because Ger- the Rua de Chêne, centrally situated
man manufacturers, for example, i but quite inadequate to the present
are themselves well informed as tO 1 importance of the work of the ln.
the aims and work of the secçndary stitution. By the lime, however,
schools and thoroughly convinced ¡that these words are printed, the
by personal experience of the value Institute will have moved into the
of a liberal secondary education ! palatial building recently erected ior
that they cordially support the'it by the municipalty-an edifice in
authorities of the Higher Technical every way well planned for the wo, k,
Institutes in requiring, as a neces- and marking by the dignity of ils
sary condition for entrance. the elevation the high place which .ne
leaving certificate from a first rate 1Institute enjoys in the public life of
secondary school, Were there any; Antwerp.* The first lecture in "le
distrust, on the part of merchants 1
or manufacturers, of the value of a 1 •The plans for the new building can be

liberal secondarv education, the seen at the Educalion Department Libr ry.
They include a large lecture theatre, nu:,er-

effect of giving them so much -n ous class-rooms, a museum of products, and
fluence over the course of profes- a Diiectoy's house.
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worn.ng was given by Professor naturahzation, and on the right of
William Layton, the Professor of expefling strangers %vho vere sus-
English, of whose kind assistance to pected of fomenting civil disturb.
me ir. this inquiry, both at the tine ance. The students were diligent in
ot my visit and afterwards, I desire taking notes. They Iooked mostlv
lhere to make fitting acknowledg of about eighteen to twenty years of
tient. Sixty.eignt students were age, some older. Here and there

resent at the lecturee was a young flo in miitary uni-
minutes after it began fort. On this point may say that
came round and marked the attend- the law of mlitary service lias no
ances. The professor began in such influence on the number at-
mrench. Sie said e eould read a tending the Antwerp Institute, as r
pissae from the co ercial intel was infornied in Paris was the case
ligence in an Englis newspaper. in the French Écoes Spériers de
Producing a cutting from the Times, Coninene. In France, a young
lie read aloud that " a large contract man who gains the diploma of a
for the supply of 20,000 tons of best recognized École Supérieure de
colliery - screened Monmouthshre Commerce is non excused two out
steam coal had recently been placed of three vears of comptulsory military
ai -- , and that great interest service.* And t was told by many
had been excited in thw trade at the coipetent observers in Paris that
size of 'lie order." Ho proc*ded this nw privilege las Siad a great

m read the market quotations for deal to do gith the increased popu-
dîfferent kinds of coal. A sttdent larity of the rench higher schools
cias thon called upon to translate of commerce. But this is not the
ato French the dictated passage, case in Antwerp. In Belgium, it is
which had been taken down in Eng- true, ail young men are nominally
trsh. The whole lesson, which required to serve in the army, but in
foroed part of the ftrst year's point of fact only about one in
course, wvas an admirable disquisi eleven draws an unlucky number in
icn on the meaning of a large num- the ballot. A parent can, ndeed,
ber of technical terms used in Eng- insure against his sonhs draing an
isli trade, and on their equivalents unlucky number by pledging a sum
in French. After ·horopghly ork of 6n (i,6oc, francs>. Those few
wih through such a course, a younglstudents at the Institute who are
Belgian or German would have actually attending its courses of
msch ess diffwculty in understand. instruction during their period of
f a the commercial intelligence in m olitary service are virtually
au English newspaper than if ii exempted by the Government from
had to rely on the best of diction the more arduous part of their
artes. cm ilitary duties. They have, it is

The next lecture eas on Civil true, to anser to their name at rol
maw. The rofessor began b cal in barracks once a day, to wear
sowly dictating some notes, which uniform and to take part in the
Bere taken do n by the whole class actulmn manouvres. But otherise
- about eighty-nine in nunber. H iney are excused real service wito
men broke ot into an animated mThe Décret du 22 Juillet, 8ieXtendS
anud interesting address, listened to to recogo.ized Ecoles Supérieures de Com-
wtli much attention by the studentsI mrce in France the privileges granted under

Aon ticle 23 of the Loisur le Recrutement deon the Belgian lav of domicile, l'Armée of July iS, 1889, as further specified
tie position of aliens in Begium, on by the Décret du 31 Mai, 1890.
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the colors. And if a private in the that the graver supporters of com-
army, after thus serving and study- mercial education vere more than a
ing at the same time, comes out littie inclined to doubt viether it is
high in the final examinatiop, he i prudent to attempt to combine even
may look with some confidence to the appearance of such realistic
gettng a good place from the Gov- niothods with serious and systematic
ernment. For example, a young instruction. It, is said that the idea
man who recently studied at the of doing so came from America, and
Institute under these conditions has it is ofsuch an American school of
been given by the Government a commerce that R. L. Stevenson and
consular appointment in Japan.'Mr. Lloyd Osbourne made their
But, though the terms of military: amusing travesty in the flrst chap
service are thus mitigated in the ter of the « Wrecker." But nothing
case of .hose students who have of this kind finds a place in the
drawn an unlucky number in the Institute at Antverp. The work
ballot, these alleviations do not, as done in the Bureau is liard and
a matter of fact, count for much in systematc, and has nothing in it
increasing the. number of Belgian approaching to educational theatri-
students at the Antwerp Schqol. cals. And yet, in a true sense, it is
Foreign students, however, from what the Germans caîl 'lschau-
Russia and Italy, wlio succeed in unes-Unterrtcht," vivid, real, based
winning the diploma, are exempted on the things of life It aims at
by their Governments from some presenting the vhole of a represen-
part of their military service. tative variety of international busi.

The most important branch of ness transactions from their start to
the course of instruction given at 1 their finish. And the inatter so far
the Institut Supérieure de Commerce as it refers to different countries is
at Antwerp, is that which is known i discussed and deait vith in the Ian-
as the Bureau Commercial. On this'guage of those countries. This
branch converge the various courses does fot mean that merely a succes
of theoretical teaching. It aims at sion of commercial transactions aie
introducing the student, in a sys- taken in turn and explained to the
tematic course of two years, to ail students. The course is carefully
the usual incidents encountered in graduated, and the princîpies of
the course of foreign trade. It isicommercial arithmetic, of calcula-
practical fron first to last. This tion, of insurance, and of law are
does not mean that the Institute explained systematically in orderiy
attempts to reproduce what one may sequence, so that the students get a
call the stage properties of comnier- grasp both of the theory and prac.
cial life. There are no rooms tice of foreign trade. A number of
elaborately furnished like the office different courses by différent teacii-
of a commercial house-no fac- ers are brought into concentration
simi/es of the furniture and equip- on this point. The lectures on the
ment of a merchant's office. In history of commercial producv.;
Paris, indeed, there is a "I Business those on commercial history and geo
College," as the Americans would graphy; those on economicson law,
call it, which does make in its adver- on tarifs, and to some extent the
tisements a great show of these'classes in forexgn languages are in
accessories. But this is not one of large measure brought into focus on
the Higher Commercial Schools to this course as the pivot round vhich
wvhich this paper refers. I found the thole scheme of study turns.
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Let it suffice to say that the students students following him with the
are first familiarized, by an exacting closest attention. They did the
discipline, with the more difficult work in pairsbut this is not permit-
branches of applied commercial ted in the actual examinations. The
arithmetic. These initial difficulties professor kindly showed me one of
mastered, the pupils are given a the note-books of one of the students
carefully graded series of problems in the second year. I was struck by
so designed as to illustrate the the range of work vhich it covered.
normal operations of a firm engaged The air of bis first year's teachirg,
in extensive foreign trade. It is at lie told me, is to compet the young
this point-in the selection of what men to reckon hi an exact, rapid,
Monsieur Eugène Léautey, in his and practical manner. In the latter
admirable book on Commercial part of the course, the simulated
Education, cals "lles operations de operations becone more complex
commerce fitifw"-that the heaviest and difficut.Eac of these lessons in
demand is made upon the tood the Bureau lasts for two iours, and
sense and educational skill of the evidently cais for hard eork on the
teachers. 0f tliese details of their part of the students. o susequent-
work 1 amrn ot myself able or com ly Jieard a lesson on commercial
patent to speak, but 1 can only re- products given to the second-year
port that others, possessing the students Of the I Bureau." It as
necessary knowledge and authority, on jute-a carefu lessoi fully illus-
have passed high rommendations trated by specimens and diagrams.
on the way in %vhich this difficult The teachisg is not al done in the
task has been fulfitled. class-rooms. The visits paid by the

At the time of my visit to the students to docks and factories.
"Bureau o the first yer," the under the guidance of the proies-
course was stil near to its begin sors, and diith other expert assist-
ning. The class met in a large ance, are said to be very useful
room, planly furnisled skith office These visits are not confined to
desks. 0f 5 students enrolled for Antîoerp, but embrace a number of
this cIzss, 4 vere present. Each the important centres of Belgian
years batch of students is divgded industry. Exhibitions are also used
into two halves for the Bureau. The for an educational purpose, and no
one I visited was confined to Bel- one who as visited the more im-
gans, the foreign students being portant recent exhibitions in Ger-
taug t in a parallel divsion dihere many and elseshere can fai to have
there has more dictaion. The been struck by the vay in whch
problemn was concernied with a pur- their admirably classified contents
chase of San Domyingo coffe, the tend themselves to this kind of use.
purchase being supposed to have It will e seen by a glance at the
been nmade in Newv York. It invotv- curriculum of the Institute, printed
ed a nuiner of complcated factors in the appendix to this paper, that
-commission, insurance, freight, the course of study comprises
etc. Oter problems followed a great number of different sub-
After a few words o lucid explana- jects. On this point, gathered in
tion, the students were set to work iconversation with some of the stu-
out the calculation for therselves. dents that some dissatisfaction ex-
Subsequently, the professor gave ists. Those byith whom I talked
an admirable analysis ofthe probl i considered that there were too many
in clear and logical language, the subjects in each year's work. The
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force of the criticism is admitted by the authorities to relieve in some
some of the professors. It is possi measure the congestion of the curri-
ble that the addition of a third year culum. -Special Reports, Education
to the course of study may enable Department, London.

To be continued.

THE UNSOLVED PROBLEMS OF ASTRONOMY.

By PROFESSOR SIMON NEwCOMB.

Our readers already know what the the zenith, in the autumn in the r.orth-
solar system is: an immense central west. On the scale we have laid down
body, the sun, with a number of with the earth's orbit as a finger ring,
planets revolving round it at various its distance would be soine eight or
distances. On one of these planets ten miles. The small stars around it
we dwell. Vast indeed are the dis- in the sanie constellation are probably
tances of the planets when measured ten, twenty, or fifty times as far.
by our terrestrial standards. A cannon- Now, the greatest fact which modern
ball fired from the earth to celebrate, science has brought to light is that our
the signing of the Declaration of In whole solar system, including the sun,
dependence, and continuing its course with all its planets, is on a journey to-
ever since with a velocity of 1,8oo feet ward the constellation Lira. During
per second, would not yet be half-way. our whole lives, in all probability dur-
to the orbit of Neptune, the outer ing the whole of human history, we
planet. And yet the thousands of have been flying unceasingly toward
stars which stud the heavens are at this beautiful constellation with a speed
distances so much greater than that of to which no motion on earth can com-
Neptune that our solar system is like pare. The speed has recently been
a little colony, separated from the rest determined with a fair degree of cer-
of the universe by an ocean of void tainty, though not with entire exact-
space almost immeasurable in extent. ness ; it is about ten miles a second,
The orbit of the earth round the sun and therefore not far fron three hun
is of such size that a railway train run- dred millions of miles a year. But
ning sixty miles an hour, with never a whatever it may be, it is unceasing
stop, would take about 350 years to and unchanging ; for us mortals eter-
cross it. Represent this orbit by a nal. We are nearer the constellation
lady's finger-ring. Then the nearest now than we were ten years ago by
fixed star will be about a mile and a thousands of millions of miles, and
half away; the next more than two every future generation of our race
miles; a few more from three to twenty will be nearer than its predecessor by
miles; the great body at sccrer or thousands of millions of miles.
hundreds of miles. Imagine the stars When, where, and how, if ever, did
thus scattered from the Atlantic to the this journey begin ; when, where, and
Mississippi, and keep this little finger- how, if ever, will it end ? This is the
ring in mind as the orbit of the earth. greatest of the unsolved problems of

One of the most beautiful stars in; astronomy. An astronomer who should
the heavens, and one that can be seen watch the heavens for ten thousand
most of the year, is a Lyrae, or Alpha years might gather some faint sugges-
of the Lyre, known also as Vega. In' tion of an answer, or he might not. All
a spring evening it may be seen in the we can do is to seek for some hints by
northeast, in the later summer near study and comparison with other stars.
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The stars are suns. To put it in may, in lonp ages, be stopped in their
arother way, the sun is one of the onward courses, or brought into orbits
stdrs, and rather a small one at that. of some sort by the attraction of their
If the sun is moving in the way I have millions of fellows. But it is bard to
described, may not the stars also be in admit even this possibility in the case
motion, each on a journey of its own of the swift-moving ones. Attraction,
through the wilderness of space ? To varying inversely as the square of the
this question astronomy gives an affir- distance, diminishes se rapidly that, at
mative answer. Most of the stars the distances which separate the stàrs,
nearest to us are found to be in mo- it is smail indeed. We could not, with
tion, some faster than the sun, some the most delicate balance that science
more slowly, and the same is doubtless has yet invented, even show the attrac-
true of ail; only the century of ac- tion of the greatest known star. So
curate observations at our disposal far as we know, the two swiftest-meving
does not show the motion of the dis- j stars are, fitst, Arcturus, and second,
tant ones. A given motion seems one known in astrocomy as 1830
slower the more distant the moving Groombridge, the latter se called be-
body; we have to v'atch a steamship cause it was first observed by the
on the horizon some little time to see astronomer Groombridge, and is num-
that she moves at al]. Thus it is that bered 1830 in bis catalogue of stars.
the unsolved problem of the motion If our determination i of the distances
cf eutm sun is only one branch of a yet of these bodies are te be relied onthe
more stupendous one: What mean the velocty of their motion cannot be
motions of the star.; how did they muc less than 200 miles a second.
begin, and how, if ever, will they end? r They would make the circuit f the
So far as we can Vet see, each star is earth every two or three minutes. A
going straight ahead on its owi body massive enough to control this
journey, without regard te its neigh- motion would throw a large part of the
bors, if other stars can be se cahled. Is universe inte disorder. Thus the
each describing some vast orbit which, o problem where these stars came from
though looking like a straight kne'and where they are going is for us in-
during the short Period of our obser- soluble, and is ail the more so from
vation, will really be seen to curve the fact that they are moving in dtffer-
after ten thousand or a hundred thou- ent directions, and seem to have ne
sand years, or will it go straight on connection with each other or with
frever ? If the laws of motion are ouany knewn star.
true for ail space and ail time, as we It must not be supposed that these
are forced to believe, then each mnov- enormous velocities seemn se to us.
ing star will go on i a unbending Net eone of them, even the greatest,

ein, hreve unless hindered by the would be visible te the naked eye until
attraction wf other stars. If they go atter years of watching. On our finger-
on thus, they must, after countless ring scale, i 83o Groombridge would
years, scatter in aIl directions, wu that be some ten miles, and Arcturus thirty
the inhabitants of each shall see only u forty miles away. Erthe of them
a black, starless sky. would be mnoving only twe or three

Mathematical science can throw only feet i a yea. Te the oldest Assyrian
a few glimmers of light on the ques- priests Lyra looked much as it does te
tions thus suggested. Fron what citte us tcday. Among the brignt aid Wel-
we know of the masses, distances, and known stars Arcturus bas the most
inumbers cf the stars we see a possi- rapd apparent motion, yet job himself
biity that the more slowmeving ones would net te-day see that its position
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had changed, unless he had noted it patient research we are slowly throwing
with more exactness than any astron- light on these ponts and reaching
omer of his time. inferences which, not many years ago,

Another unsolved problem among would have seemed forever beyond
the greatest which present themselves our powers.
to the astronomer is that of the sizé of Every one now knows that the
the universe of stars. We know that Milky Way, that girdle of light which
several thousand of these bodies are spans the evening sky, is formed of
visible to the naked eye ; moderate clouds of stars too minute to be seen
telescopes show us millions ; our gLnt by the unaided vision. It seems to
telescopes of the present time, when form the base on which the universe is
used as cameras to photograph the built and to bind all the stars into a
heavens, show a number past count, system. It comprises by far the larger
perhaps ioo millions. Are all these number of stars that the telescope has
stars only those few which happen to shown to exist. Those we see with
be near us in a universe extending out, th*e naked eye are almost equally scat
without end, or do they form a collec-' tered over the sky. But the number
. n of stars outside of which is empty, , which the telescope shows us becomes

infinite space ? In other words, has more and more condensed in the
the universe a boundary ? Taken in Milky Way as telescope power is in-
its widest scope this question must creased. The number of new stars
always remain unanswered by us mor- brought out with our greatest power is
tals, because, even if we should dis- vastly greater in the Milky Way than
cover a boundary within which all the in the rest of the sky, so that the
stars and clusters we ever can know former contains a great majority of
are contained and outside of which is the stars. What is yet more curious,
empty space, still we could never spectroscopic research has shown that
prove that this space is empty out to a particular kind of stars, those formed
an infinite distance. Far outside of of heated gas, are yet more condensed
what we call the universe mignt still in the central circle of this band ; if
exist other universes which we can they were visible to the naked eye, we
never see. should see them encircling the heavens

It is a great encouragement to the as a narrow girdle forming perhaps
astronome that, although he cannot the base of our whole system of stars
yet set any exact boundary to this This arrangement of the gaseous or
universe of ours, he is gathering faint vaporous stars is one of the most
indications that it has aboundary,which singular facts that modern resear*
his successors not many generations has brought to light. It seems to
hence may locate so that the astrono- show that these particular stars form a
mer shall include creation itself within system of their own ; but how such i
his mental grasp- It can be shown thing can be we are still unable to see
mathematically that an infinitely ex- The question of the form and exter'
te-nded system of stars would. fill the of the Milky Way thus becomes th-
heavens with a blaze of light like that central one of stellar astronomy. S'
of the noonday sun. As no such William Herschel began by trying to
effect is produced, it may be concluded sound its depths; at one time h
that the universe has a boundary. thought he had succeeded ; but befo
But this does not enable us to locate he died he saw that they were ur
the boundary, nor to say how many fathomable with his most powerf' I
stars may lie outside the farthest telescopes. Even to day he would 1 
stretches of telescopic vision. Yet by a bold astronorner who would profe 3
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to say with certainty whether the heat which it so lavisbly radiates to
smallest stars we can photograph are earth and planets. What is true of
at the boundary of the system. Before the Sun we inay suppose to be true of
we decide this point we must have the stars and nebulS. Ai are sup-
some idea of the form and distance of posed to be contracting into a smaller
the cloud-like masses of stars which volume in consequence of the mutual
form our great celestial girdle. A gravitation of their parts, and this con-
most curious fact is that our solar tractiin generates the heat which they
system seems to be in the centre of give off and the light by which we see
this galactic universe, because the them. This theory has the great
Milky Way divides the heavens into two ment that it may be made the subject
equal parts, and seems equally broad at of exact mathematical calculation.
all points. Were we looking at such a Knowing the siz2 af a body, niatter
girdle as this from one side or the whether star or nebuoe, and the
other, this appearance would not be quantity of natter which it contains,
presented. But let us not be too bold. we can calculate exactly how much it
Perhaps we are the victims of some must contract in order ta generate a
fallacy, as Ptolemy was when he givcn amaunt of heat. We know this
proved, by what looked like sound in the case of the sun, and find that
reasoning, based on undeniable facts, the contraction necessary ta produce
that this earth of ours stood at rest in ail the heat it gives off is very slow
the centre of the heavens! indeed; it would have ta go on for

A related problem, and one which thousands of years before astranomers
may be of supreme importance to the could find, by conparing its size at
future of our race, is, What is the variaus times, that it had grown any
source of the heat radiated by the sun smaller. Contracting at this slow
and stars ? We know that life on the rate, it will be millions of years betore
earth is dependent on the heat which it gets as dense as the eatth. StîU, it
the sun sends it. If we were deprived does fot tollow that the anount af
of this heat, we should in a few days heat given off will.remain exactly the
be enveloped in a frost which would same during ail this period. What we
destroy nearly all vegetation, and in a can say with confidence is that obser-
few weeks neither man n'or animal vations of temperature in varlous
would be alive, unless crouching over cauntries for the iast twa or three
fires soon to expire for want of fuel. hundred years do not show an- change
We also know that, at a time which is in ciimate which can be attributed ta a
geologically recent, the whole of New variation in the amount of heat re-
England was covered with a sheet of ceived tram the sun.
ice, hundreds or even thousands of The acceptance of this theory of
feet thick, above which no mountain the heat af those heavenly bodies
but Washington raised its head. I.t is which shine by their own hght-sun,
quite possible that a small diminution stars, and nebuio-still leaves open a
in the supply of heat sent us by the problem that looks insoluble with aur
sun would gradually reproduce the present knowledge. What becomes
great glacier, and once more make the af the great flood of heat and light
Eastern States like the pole. which the sun and stars radiate into

To the question of our world-supply empty space with a velocity of x8oooo
of heat science has an answer, but not miles a second? Only a very small
a very confident one. The sun is sup. fraction o it can be received by the
pged to be growing smaller, ard its pianets or by other stars, because
contraction constantly generates the these are mere points compared with
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their distance from us. Taking the eternal deadness with the active around
teaching of our science just as it us is great indeed. Here we have
stands, we should say that all this heat weather of so many kinds that we
continues to move on through infinite never tire of talking about it. But on
space forever. In a few thousarid the moon there is no weather at all.
years it reaches the probable confines On our globe so many things are con-
of our great universe. But we know standy happening that our thousands
of no reason why it should stop there. of dailyjournals cannot begin to record
During the hundreds of millions of them. But on the dreary rocky wastes
years since all our stars began to shine of the moon nothing ever happens.
has the first ray of light and heat kcp'S far ' weý rn detrr'une, every
on through space at the rate of i8o,ooo stone that lies loose ou its surface has
miles a second, and will it continue to lain there through untold ages, un-
go on for ages to come ? If so, think changed and unmoved.
of its distance now, and think of its We cannot speak so confidently of
still going on, to be forever wasted ! the planets. The most powerful tele-
Rather say that the problem, What scopes yet made, the most powerful
becones of it ? is as yet unsolved. we can ever hope to make, would

Thus far I have described the, scarcely show us mountains, or lakes,
greatest of problems ; those which we rivers, or fields at a distance of fifty
may suppose to concern the inhabitants millions ef miles. Much less would
of millions of worlds revolving round they show us any works of man.
the stars as much as they concern us. Pointed at the two nearest planetg,
Let us now come down from starry Venus and Mars, they whet our curi-
heights to this little colony where we osity more than they gratify it. Espe-
live, the solar system. Here we have cially is this the case with Venus.
the great advantage of being better Ever sirce the telescope was invented
able to see what is going on, owing to observers have tried to find the time
the comparative nearness of the of rotation of this planet on its axis.
planets. When we learn that these Some have reached one conclusion,
bodies are like our earth in form, size, some another, while the wisest have
and motions, the first question we ask only doubted. The gxeat Herschel
is, Could we fly from planet to planet claimed that the planet was sa envel-
and light on the surface of each, what oped in vapor or clouds that no per-
sort of scenery would aeet our eyes? mianent features could be seen on its
Mountain, forest, and field, a dreary surface. Sone recent observers t .ink
waste, or a seething caPdron larger they see faint, shadowy patches, which
than our earthV? If solid land is there, remain the sae fro day ta day, and
would we find on it the homes of in- which show that the planet always
telligent beings, the lairs of wild presents the sate face ta the sun, as
beasts, or no living thing at al? the roon does t the earth. Others
Could we breathe the air, or would we see differently, and the best opinion
choke for breath, or be poisoned by probably is that these patches are
the fumes of soine noxious gas ? simply v riations of night, shade, and

To most of these questions science color, caused by the refection of the
cannot as yet give a positive answer, sun's light at various angles froni dif-
except in the case of the moon. Our ferent parts of the planet.
satellite is so near us that we can see There is also sooe mystery about
it bas no atosphere and no water the atmosphere of this planet. When
and therefore canno be the abode of Venus passes nearly between us and
life like ours. The contrast of its the sun, er dark hemisphere is turned
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toward us, her bright one being always
toward the sun. But she is not
exactly on a line with the sun except
on the very rare occasions of a transit
across the sun's disk. Hence, on
ordinary occasions, when she seems
very near on a line with the sun, we
see a very small part of the illuminated
hemisphere, which now preseuts the
form of a very thin crescent like the
new mnoon. And this crescent is sup
posed to be a little broader than it
would be if only half the planet were
illurninated, and to encircle rather
more than half the planet. Now, this
is just the effect that would be pro
duced by an atmosphere refracting
the sun's light around the edge of the
illuminated hemisphere.

The difliculty of observations of this
kind is such that the conclusion may
be open to doubt. What is seen
during transits of Venus over the
sun's disk leads to more certain, but
yet very puzzling, conclusions. The
writer will descrbe what he saw at the
Cape of Good Hope dur:ng the transit
of December 5, 1882. As the dark
planet impinged on the bright sun, it
of course cut out a round notch fron
the edge of the sun. At first, when
this notch was small, nothing could be
seen of the outline of that part of the
planet which was outside the sun.
But when half the planet was on the
sun, its outline off the sun was marked
by a slender arc of light. A curious
fact was that this arc did not at first
span the whole outline of the planet,
but only showed at one or two points.
In a few moments atgother part of the
outline appeared, and then another,
until, at last, the arc of light extended
around the complete outline. All t5lis
seems to show that while the planet
has an atmcsphere, it is not transparent
ke ours, but is so filled with mist and

ýlouds that the sun is seen throi gh it
>nly as if shining in p fog.

Not miany years ago the planet
Mars, which is the next one outside of

us, was supposed to have a surface like
that of our earth. Some parts were of
a dark greenish gray hue; these were
supposed to be seas and oceans.
Other parts had a bright waria tint ;
these were supposed to be continents.
During the last twenty vears miuch has
been icarned as to how this planet
looks, and the details of its surface
have been mapped by several observers,
using the best telescopes under the
most favorable conditions of air and
climate. Andyet it must be confessed
that the result of this labor is disap-
pointing. We are less confident than
before that the so called seas are
really seas. When it comes to com-
paring Mars with the earth, we cannot
be certain of more than a single point
of resemblan.e. This is that during
the Martian winter a white cap, as of
snow, is formed over the pole, which
partially melts away during the sum-
mer. The conclusion that there are
oceans whose evaporation forns clouds
which give rise to this snow seems
plausible. -But the telescope shows
no clouds, and nothing to make it
certain that there is an atmosphere to
sustain then. There is no certainty
that the white deposit is what we call
snow; perhaps it is not formed of
water at all.

To make the matter worse, there is
no agreement among observers as to
minuter details of light and shade on
the surface of the planet, though they
agree as to the main features. Wh'ere
soie see broad hazy streaks, others
see fine dark lines, and yet others
nothing definite at all. The result is
that the question of the real nature of
the surface of Mars and of what we
should see around us could we land
upon it and travel over it is still one
of the unsolved problems of astronomy.

If this is the case with the nearest
planets tl.at yre can study, hor is it
with more distant or.es ? Jupiter is
tbe only one of these of the conditio,n
of whose surface we .can clim to ha.e
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definite knowledge. But even this eclipsed by the dark body of the moon.
knowledge is meagre. The substance On these rare occasions the sun is
of what we know is that its surface is seen to be surrounded by a halo of
surrounded by layers of what look like soft white light, sending out rays in
dense clouds, through which nothing various directions to gre-it distances.
can certainly be seen. This halo is called the corona, and has

I have already spoken of the heat been most industriously studied and
of the sun and its probable origin. photographed during nearly every
But the ques.ion of its heat, though total eclipse for thirty years. Thus
the most important, is not the only we have learned much about how it
one that the sun offers us. What is looks and what its shape is. It has a
the sun ? Wheni we say that it is a fibrous woolly structure, a little like
very hot globe, more than a million the loose end of a much-worn herapen
times as large as the earth, and hotter rope. A certain resemblance has been
than any furnace that man can make, seen between the form of these seem-
so that literally " the elements melt ing fibres and that of the lines in which
with fervent heat " even at its surface, iron filings airange themselves when
while inside they are all vaporized, we sprinkled on paper over a magnet. It
have told the most that we know as to has hence been inferred that the st.n
what the sun really is. Of course we bas magnetic properties, a conclusion
know a great deal about the spots, the which, in a general way, is supported
rotation of the sun on its axis, âe by many other facts. Yet, the corona
naterials of which it is conposed, and itself remains no less an unexplained

how its surroundings look during a phenomenon.
total eclipse. But all this does not A phenomenon almost as mysterious
answer our question. There are sev- as the solar corora is the "zodiacal
eral mysteries which ingenious men light," which any one can see risng
have tried to explain, but they cannot from the horizon just after the end of
prove their explanations to be correct twilight on a clear winter or spring
One is the cause and nature of the evening. The most plausible explana-
spots. Another is ti -t the shining tion is that it is due to a cloud of
surface of the sun, the " photosphere," small meteoric bodies revolving round
as it is technically called, seems so the sun. We should hardly doubt this
calm and quiet while forces are actng explanation were it not that this light
within it of a magnitu<fe quite beyond has a yet more mysterious appendage,
our conception. Flames in which our commonly called the Gpgenschein, or
earth and everything on it would be counterglow. This is a patch of light
engulfed like a boy's marble in a in the sky in a direction exactly oppo-
blacksmith's forge are continually site that of the sun. It is so faint
shooting up to a height of tens of that it can be seen only by a practised
thousands of miles. One would sup. eye undet the most favorable condi-
pose that internal forces capable of tions. But it is a'ways there. The
doing this would break the surface up latest suggestion is that it is a tail of
into billows of fire a thousand miles I the earth, of the same kind as the tail
high; but we see nothing of the kind. a comet.
The surface of the sun seems almost We know that the motions of tht
as placid as a lake. heavenly bodies are predicted with

Yet another mystery is the corona extraordinary exactness by the theor',
of the sun. This is something we of gravitation. When one finds thai
should never have known to exist if the exact path of the moon's shado"
the sun were not sometimes totally on the earth during a total eclipse o
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the sun can be mapped out many
years in advance, and that the planets
follow the predictions of the astronomer
so closely that, if you could see the
predicted planet as a separate object,
it would look, even in a good tele-
scope, as if it exactly fitted over the
real planet, one thinks that here at
least is a branch of astronomy which
is simply perfect. And yec the worlds
themselves show slight deviations in
their movements which the astronomer
cannot always explain, and which may
be due to some hidden cause that,
when brought to light, shall lead to
conclusions of the greatest importance
to Our race.

One of these deviations is in the
rotation of the earth. Sometimes, for
several years at a time, it seems to re-
volvea little faster, and then againa little
slower. The changes are very slight;
they can be detected only by the most
laborious and refined methods; yet
they must have a cause, and we should
hke to know what that cause is.

The moon shows a similar irregu-
larity of motion. For half a century,
perhaps through a whole century, she
wili go around the earth a little ahead
of her regular rate, and then for another
half century or more she will fall
bhind. The changes are very small:
they would never have been seen with
the naked eye, yet they exist. What
is their cause? Mathematicians have
vainly spent years of study in trying to
answer this question.

Here are a few figures that might
b, not inaptly termed the romance
o! the railway. The Lordon and
N>rth-Western Company own over
2.joo engines, operating upon 2,9oo
n les - an engine for every mile.
T )ese engines' work iM equal to a
jo rney. round the world every three
hi ars; their perfo:mance is equal to
a trip to the moon in twenty-nne
h urs. A journey to the sun would

The orbit of Mercury is foun. hy
observations to have a slight motion
which mathematicians have vainly
tried to explain. For some time it
was supposed to be caused by the
attraction of an unknown planet be-
tween Mercury and the sun, and some
were so sure of the existence of this
planet that they gave it a name, call-
ing it Vulcan. But of late years it
has become reasonably certain that no
planet large enough to produce the
efiect observed can be there. So
!'ioroughly has every possible explana-
tion been sifted out and found want-
ing, that some astronomers are now
inquiring whether the law of gravitation
itself may not be a little different from
what has always been supposed. A
very slight deviation indeed would
account for the facts, but cautious
astronomers want other procfs to re-
gard the change as established.

Many readers have doubtless won-
dered how, after devoting so much
work to the study of the heavens, any-
thing can remain for astronomers to
find out. It is a curious fact that,
although they were never learning so
fast as at the present day, yet tnere
seems to be more to learn now than
there ever was before. Great arid
numerous as are the unsolved prob-
Ir j of our science, knowledge is now
advancing into regions which, a few
years ago, seemed inaccessible. Where
it will stop none can say.

be longer, the estimate being "about"
fifteen months. There are 78,ooo
persons employed by the company;
79,oo special trains are run every
year on this one rystem, and 82,ooo-
ooo passengers are carried ; 6a tons of
tickets are issued annually. If placed
end-to-end for ten years, the tickets
would make a iy4-inch belt round the
world.
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TALKS TO TEACHERS ON PSYCHOLOGY.

WILL1AM JAMES.

THE WILL. J directly and of itself tend to discharge
Since mentality terminates naturally into some motor effect. The motor

in outward conduct, the final chapter effect need not always be an outward
in psychology has to be the chapter on stroke of behavior; it may be only an
the wili. But the word " will"» can be alteration of the heartbeats or breath-
used in a broader and in a narrower ing, or a modification in the distribu-
sense. In the broader sense it desig- tion of the blood, such as biushing or
nates our entire capacity for impulsive turning n or else a secretion of
and active life, including our instinctive tears, or what not. But in any case a
reactions, and those forms of behavior is there in some shape whenever con-
that have become secondarily auto- sciousness is there; and a conception
matic and semi unconscious through as fundamental as any in moder psy-
frequent repetition. In the narrower chology is the belief that conscious
sense, acts of will are such rets only as rrocesses of every sort, conscious pro
cannot be inattentively performed. A cesses merely as such, must pasQ over
distinct idea of what they are, and a into motion, open or conceaied.
deliberate "fiat" on the nmind's part, The inner pulses of deliberate voh«
rmust precede their execution. tion, strictly and narrowly so called,

Such acts are often characterized by form then only one pecular kind of
hesitation, and accompanied by a feel- antecedent to conduct. But the part
ing, altogether peculi-r, of resolve, a they play is so vital and momnentous in
feeling whi.-h may or may not carry the life of educated people that they
with it a further feeling of effort. In are a topic of absuorbing inerest to thr
my February paper I said sp aich ofr teacher.
our impulsive tendencies that I will The least conplicated case of voli-
restrict myseif in what follovis to voli- tion is the case of a mind possessed
tion in this narrower senseof theterm. by only a single idea. If that idea be

Ail our deeds were cG.assdered by of an abject connected with a native
the early psychologists to be due to a impuls, the impulse will immediately
peculiar faculty called the will, with tend to discharge. If it be the idea
out whose fiat action culd flot occur. of a mceent, the movement wl
Thoughts and impressions, being in- tend to occur. Such a case of action
trinzically inactive, were supposed to from a single idea as been d;s-
produce conduct only through the in- tingised rom more coplex cases
termediation of this superior agent. by the nonle of idec-motor action,
Until they twitched its coat tails, so to meaning action without express -le-
speak, no outward behi.vior aould cision or effort. Most of the habitoal
occur. Tis doctrine was lon~g ago actions ta which*we are trained are of
exploded by the discovery ot the phe- thps ideo-mtor sort. We percese,
nomena of reflex actio, in which sen- for instance, that the door is open, hId
sible impressions, as you ail know, pro- we rise and shut it ; we percive so re
duce movement immediately and of raisins in a dish before us, and exte-id
themselves. The doctrine may also our haud ard carry one of tiem to 'Ur
be considered exploded as far as ideas mouth without interrupti g the c i-
go. The fat is that there is no sort versationi; or, when lyin n bed, we
of consciousness whatever, be it ten- suddenly think that we shat be bte
sation, feeling, or idea, which does ot for breakfast, and instanfly we get ip,
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with no particular exertion or resolve removed become exaggerated. You
All the ingrained procedures by which ail know that commcn reflex in dogs
life is carried on, the manners and whercby, if you scratch the animal's
cuitoms, dressing and uncressing, acts side. the corresponding hind leg will
of salutation, etc., are executed m this begin to make scratching movements,
semi-automatic way, unhesitatingly usually in the air. Now, in dors with
and efficiently ; the very outermost mutilaed hemispheres, tis scratching
margin of consciousness seeming to be reflex is so incetsant that, as Goltz
concerned in them, whilst the focus first described thein, the hair gets al
may be occupied with widely different worn off their sides. In idiots, the
things. functions of tLe hemispheres bemg

But now tlurn to a more co-iplicated Iargely in abeyance, the lowvir im-
casc. Suppose two thoights to be in pulses, fot inhibited, as thy vould be
the mind together, of which one, A, ina normal human br.kgs, often express
taken alone, would discNrge itself ir themselves n most odio s was. You
a certain action; but nf wh.ch the r know, also, how any higher emotional
other, DE, suggests an action of a differ- tendency will quench a lower onie.
ent sort, or a consequene of the first Fear arrests appetite, maternai love
action, calculated to make us pa:se. annils fear, respect checks sensuality,
The psuchelogists now say that the and the likt; and in the wnor i stibtle
second idea, B, will probably arrest or manifestatioas of the moral life, when-
itz;it tbe motr eflects of the first ever an ideal stirrhig is suddenly quick.
aca, A. One ward, ther, about Il in ened into intensity, it is as if the whole
hibition ' in genera, to make this par. scale iof values of our motives cbanged
ticular case more clear. it equilibrium. The force of old

One of the most interesting discov- temptations vanishes, and what a
eries of physiology was the disccvery, moment ago was impossible is now
made samultaneously in France and not only possiblI, but e2sy, because of
Gerany fifty years ago, that nerve thir inhibition. Tis bas been well
currents not only start muscles into called the eopulsive power of the
action, but may check action a tready higher emotion.
goaing on, or keep it from occurrig as It is easy to apply tais notion of in-
it otherwise might. Nerves of atrest hibition to the case f our ideational
were thus distinguished alongside of processes. 1 am 1yine in bee à ex-
motoi nerves. The pneu ogastric ample, and think it is time fo ggt up;
nerve, for example, if stimvlated, but alongs"din of this thougt theàt is
arrests the mo rements of the heart; present to my mmd a realization of tclee
the spanchnic nerve arrests those of extrene coldness of the morning and
the intestines, if already begun. But the pleasantness of the warm bed. In
it soon appeared that this was too this situation the motor onsequev ees
narrow a way of looking at the matter, of the firt idea are blocked, and o
and that arreit is not so much the may reniain for haf an hour or naire
specific fuaction of certain nerves as a with the two ideas oscil ting before
general function which any part or the me in a knd of deadlock, which is
nervous systemn may exert upon other wrhat we cail the state of hesitation or
parts, under the appropriate condi- deliberation. In a c.se like thiç, the
tions. The higher centres, for instance, deliheration can beresolved and the
seem to exert a constant inhibitive in decision reached in either ef tl
fluence on the excitability of those ways
below. The refiexes of an animal (t) I may forge Ter a moment the
with ts hemispheres wholly or in part thermometric con u s, and then the
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iuea of getting up will ;mmediately that tuit through our minds do in point
discharge into act ; or of fact produce their motor conse-

(2) Still mindful of the freezng 'quences. Life would be a curse and a
temperature, the thought of the duty care for us if every fleeting fancy were
of rising may become so pungent that to do so. Abstractly, the law of ideo-
it determines action in spite of inhibi- motor action is true ; but in the con-
tion. In the latter case I have a sense crete our fields of consciousness are
of energetic moral effort, and consider always so complex that the inhibiting
that I have done a virtuous act. margin keeps the centre inioperative

AIl cases of wilful action, properly most of the time In ail this, you
so called, of choice after hesitation see, I speak as if ideas by their mere
and deliberatior, may be conceived presence or absence determiied be-
after one -f these latter patterns. So havior, and as if between the ideas
you see that volition, in the narrower themselves on the one hand, and the
sense, t, kes place only when there are conduct on the other, there were no
a number of conflicting systems of room for any third intermediate prin-
ideas, and depends on our having a eiple of activity, like that called " the
complex field of consciousness. The 1 will."
interesting thing to note is the extreme If you are struck by the materialistic
delicacy of the inhibitive machinery. or fatalistic doctrines which seem to
A strong and urgent motor idea in the follow this conception, I beg you to
locus may be neutralized and made suspend Sour judgment for a moment,
inoperative hy the presence or the very as I shall soon have something more
faintest contradictory idea in the mar- to say about the matter. But, mean-
gin. For instance, 1 hold out my fore- while yielding one's self to the
finger, and, with closed eyes, try to nechanical conception of the psycho-
realize as vividly as possible that I physical organism, nothing is easier
hold a revolver in my hand and am than to indulge in a picture of the
pulling the trigger. I can even now f.alistic character of human life.
fairly feel my finger quiver with the Man's conduct appears as the mere
tendency to contract ; and if it were resultant of ail his various impulsions
hitched to a reco-ding apparatus it and inhibitions. One object, by its
would certainly betray its state of ten- presence, makes us act, anothr object
sion by registering inc5  1 move- checks our action - feeli.'gs aýoused
ments. Yet it does not actually and idea% suggested by o'jects svay
crook, ard the movement of pulling us ore way and another; -motions
the irgger is not performed. Why complicate the gane by thei iiutual
not ? Simply because, ail concen- inhibitive effects, the higher a lishing
trated though I am upon the idea of the lower, or perhaps being it-, Ifswept
the movement, I nevertheless aiso away. The life in ail this hecones
realize the total conditions of the ex- prudential and moral, but the psycho-
periment, and in the back of my mind, logic agents in the drama May be de-
so to speak, or in its fringe and mar- scribed, you see, as nothing but the
gin, have the sirnultaneous idea that IIideas " thernselves-ideas for the
the movement iý not to take place. whole systeni of which wha we ca l
*fhe nere presence of that pirginal the "soul" or scharacter " or will"
intention, without effort, urgency, or of the person is nothing but a collec-
eniphasis, or cny special reinforcement tive nae. As Hume said, the ideas
froni my attention, suffices t0 the in are theniselves the actors, the ntage,

iibitive effecn. the theatre, the spectators, and the
And tbis is wly so few of the ideas play. This is the socaled "associa-
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tionist " psychology, brought down to cipitate ; the English race, especially
its radical expression : it is useless to our New England branch of it, is sup-
ignore its power as a conception. Like posed to be all sicklied over with re-
all conceptions, when they become pressive forms of self.consciousness,
clear and lively enough, this concep- and condemned to express itself
tion has a strong tendency to impose through a jungle of scruples and
itsel! upon belief, and psychologists checks.
trained on biological lines usually The highest form of character, how-
adopt it as the last word of science on ever, abstractly considered, must be
the subject. No one can have an full of scruples and inhibitions. But
adequate notion of modern psycho. action, in such a character, far from
logical theory unless he has at some being paralyzed, will succeed in ener-
time apprehended this view in the full getically keeping on its way, sometimes
force of its simplicity. overpowenng the resistances, some-

Let us humor it for a while, for it times steering along the line where
has advantages in the way of exposi- they lie thnnest.
tion. Just as our flexor muscles act most

Voluntary action, then, is at all firmly when a simultaneous contraction
times a resultant of the compounding of the flexors guides and steadies them,
of our impulsions with our inhibitions. so the mind of him whose fields of

From this it immediately follows consciousness are complex, and who,
that there will be two types of will, in with the reasons for the actions, sees
one of which impulsions will predomi- the reasons against it, and yet, instead
nate, in the other inhibitions. We of being palsied, acts in the way that
may speak of them, if you like, as the takes the whole field into considera-
precipitate and the obstructed will, tion-so such a mind, I say, is the
respectively. When fully pronounced, ideal sort of mind that we should seek
they are familiar to everybody. The to reproduce in our pupils. Purely
extreme example of the precipitate will impulsive action, or action that pro-
is the maniac ; his ideas discharge in- ceeds to extremities regardless of con-
to action so rapidly, his associative sequences, on the other hand, is the
processes are so extravagantly ively, easiest action in the world, and the
that inhibitions have no time to arrive, lowest in type. Anyone can show en-
and he says and does whatever pops ergy when made quite reckless. An
into his head, without a moment of Oriental despot requires but little
hesitation. ability: as long as he lives he suc-

Certain melancholiacs furnish the ceeds, for he has absolutely his own
extreme example of the over-inhibited way , and when the world can no
type. Their minds are cramped in a longer endure the horror of him he is
fixed emotion of fear or helplessness, assassinated. But not to proceed im-
their ideas confined to the one thought mediately to extremities, to be still
that for them life is impossible. So able to act energetically under an array
they show a condition of perfect of inhibitions-that indeed is rare and
" abulia," or inability to will or act. difficult. Cavour, when urged to pro-
They cannot change their posture or i claini martial law in 1859, refused to
speech, or execute the simplest com- do so, saying : "Auyone can govern
mand. in that way. I will be constitutional."

The different races of men show Your parliamentary ruiers, your Lin-
different temperaments in this regard coln, your Gladstone, are the strongest
The southern raves are commonly ac- type of man, because they accomplish
counted the more impulsive and pre- results under the most intr'cate pos-
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sible conditions. We think of Napo- ways a scene with a great deal of ner-
leon Bonaparte as a colossal monster vous wear and tear on both sides, a
of will power, and truly enough hevàs bad state of feeling eft behind i, and
so. But from the point of view of the the victory not always with the would-
psychological machinery it would be be breaker.
hard to say whether he or Gladstone Vhen a situation of the kind is once
was the larger volitional quantity ; for fairly deveioped, and the child has be-
Napoleon disregarded all the usual in c:me ail tense and excited inwardly,
hibitions, and Gladstone, passionate as nineteen rimes out of twenty it is best
he was, scrupulously considered them for the teacher ro apperceive the case
in his statesmanship. as one of neural pathology rather than

A famuliar example of the paralyzing as one of moral culpability. Si long
power of scruples is the inhibitive as the inbiting sense of impossibility
effect of conscientiousness upon con- remans in the child's mmd he will
versation. Nowhere does conversation continue unable to get beyond the
seem to have flourisbed as brilliantly obst cle. The amni of the teacher
as in France during the last century. should then be to make hin simply
But if we read old French memoirs we forge Drop the subject for the time,
see how many brakes ob scrupulosity divert the m d to sofn ething else ,
which tie our tngues to-day were then then, leading the pupil back by some
removed. Where mendacity, treacb W circuitous line o! association, spring it
ery, obsceniy, and maligniy are un-! on im again before e has lime to
hampered, talk can be brilliant indeed; recognize i , and as likely as not be
but its fiame waxes dim whiere the. wil go over it without any difficuty.

iind is sicklied ail over with con- It is in no other way that we overcome
scientious fears of violaring the moral balkiness in a horse we divert his at-
and social proprieties. tention, do soething to is nose or

The teacher orten is confronted in ear, lead him round in a crcle, and
the schoolroom wi h an abnorial type thus get h over a place where flot-
o! will, which we may cal the " balky ging would only have made hin more
will. Certain children, if they do ot invincible. A tactful teacher will
succeed in doing a thing immediately, never ]et these strained situations eome
remain completely inhibited in regard up at aIl.
to ic; it becomnes literaly impossible You perceive now, my friends, what
for them to understard it i t ir be an your general or abstract du y is as
inrellectual proble, or to do it if it be teachers. Although you have to gen-
an outward operation, as long as thsil erae it your pupils a large stock u
particular inhibited condition lasts. ideas, any one of which may be inhi-
Such children are usually treated as binory, yet you must alo see to it that
sinful, and are punished; or else the no habitua hesitancy or paralysis of
teacher pits his or er will against the tbe will ensue , and at tbe pupil still
child's will, consdering the latter must retains his power o! vigorous action.
be "lbroken." "lBreak you cbild's Psychology can state your probleni in
will, i ord-r that it may no perish," these ters, but you see how imporent
wrote John Wesiley. Break its wito t se is to funish the elments o! its
as soon as it cai speak plainly, or even practical solution. Wen ail is said
before it can speak at al. It shou d and done, and your best efforts are
be forced to do as i ris told, even if macle, it will probably remain true that
you have to ihip it ten times runing. the result will depçnd more on a cer-
Break its wilh, i order that is soul tain native tone or emper n the pupils
beay live." Such wi-reaking is ai. psychologicaçonstition thap r ply-
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thing else. Some persons appear to The proper conception of the true
have a naturally poor focalization of head of classification may be hard to
the field of consciousness ; and in such attain, for the case may be one with
persons actions hang slack and inhibi- which we have contracted no settled
tions seem to exert peculiarly easy habits of action. Or again, the action
sway. lto which it would prompt may be

But let us close in a little more dangerous and diflicult, or the inaction
closely on this matter of the education may appear deadly cold and negative.
of the wiil. Your task is to build up 'And then, when our impulsive feeling
a character in your pupils ; and a char- . is hot, it is extremely hard to hold the
acter, as I have so often said, consists idea steadily enough before the atten-
in an organized set of habits of reac- tion to let it exert its adcquate voli-
tion. Now, in what do such habits of tional effects. Whether it be stimula-
reaction themselves consist ? They tive or inhibitive, it is too reasonable
are so many constant tendencies to for us ; and the more instinctive pas-
act characteristically when certain sional propensity then tends to exirude
ideas possess us, and to refrain char- it from our consideraton. We shy
acteristically when possessed by other away from the thought of it; it twnkles
ideas. Our volitional habits depend, and goes out the moment it appears in
then, first, on the stock of ideas which the margin of our consciousness, and
we have ; and, second, on the habitual we need a resolute effort of voluntary
coupling of the several ideas with attention to drag it into the focus of
action or inaction respectively. How the field, and to keep it there long
is it when an alternative is presented enough for its associative and motor
to you for choice, and you are uncer- effects to be exerted. Everyone knows
tain what you ought to do ? You first only too well how the mind flinches
hesitate, and then you deliberate. And from looking at considerations hostile
in what does your deliberation consist? to the reigning mood of feeling.
It consists in trying to apperceive the Once brought, however, in this way,
case successively by a numter of d f- to the centre of the field of conscious-
ferent ideas, which seem to fit it more ness and held there, the reasonaole
or less, until at last you hit on one idea will exert these effects inevitably,
which seems to fit it exactly. If that for the laws of connection between our
be an idea which is a customary fore- consciousness and o-ur nervous system
runner of action in you, which enters provide for the action then taking
into one of your n.axims of positive be- place. Our moral effort, properly so
havior, your hesitation ceases, aid you called, terminates in our holding fast
act immediately. If, on the other to the appropriate idea.
hand, it be an idea which carries in- If, then, you are asked, l In wuhat
action as its habitual result, if it ally does a moral act consit, when reduced
itself with prohibition, then you un- to its simplest and r'ost elementary
hesitatingly refrain. The problem is, form ?" you can make or.iy one reply.
you see, to find the right conception You can say that et consists in the efort
for the case. This search for the right of attention by which we holdjast to an
conception may take days or weeks. idea, which-but for that effort of atten-

I spoke as if the action were easy tion would be driven out of the mmd
when the conception is once found. by the other psychological tendencies
Often it is so, but it may be otherwise, that are there. To think, in short, is
and when it is otherwise we find our- the secret of will, just as it is the se-
selves at the very centre of a moral cre. of memory.
situation, into which I should now like , This comes out very clearly in the
iou to look with me a little nearer. kind of excuse which we most fre-
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quently hear from persons who find attending is the point ai the whok
themselves confronted by the sinful- procedure. Just as a balance turos oi
ness or harmiulness of some part of its knife edges, sa on it aur moral des
their behavior. "I never thought," tiny turns. You remember that, wher,
they say. " I never thought how mean we were talking of the subject of at
the action was, I never thought of tentin, we discovered how much mort
these abominable consequences." And intermittent and briel aur acts af vol
what do we retort when they say this? untary attention are than is cmmon>
We say: " Why didn't you think? suppased. If they were ail summed
What were you there for but ta together, the time that they occup>
think?" And we read them a moral would cver an almost incredibl
lecture on th.ir irreflectiveness. small portion so our lives. But I also

The hackneyed example of moral said, you wil remember, that their
deliberation is the case ai an habituai b revity was flot in proportion ta their
drunkard under temptatian. He has significance, and that 1. should returrn
made a resolve ta reform, but he iso t the subject again. Sa I return to
naw solicited again by the bottle. jit now. It is not the mere size ai a
His moral triumph or failure Iiterally thing which canstitutes its importance ,
consists in his finding the right naine it is its position in the arganism tù
for the case. If he says that it is ýa which it belongs. Our acts .of volun-
case ai flot wasting gaod liquor already tary attention, briei and fitful as they
poured out; cr a case ai lot bein are, are nevertheless m mentous and
churlish and unsociable when in the critical, determining us, as they do, tu
midst ai iends; or a case a learning higher or lower destinies. The exer
something at last about a brand a cise a voluntary attention in the
whiskey which he neer met before schoolraom must therefore be counted
or a case ai celebrating a public houl- one i the most important processes
day, or a case a stemulating himself ai training that take place there; and
ta a more energetic resolve in refor a the firstrate teacher, by the keenness
abstinence than any he bas ever yet o the reImoter interests which he is
made ; then he is last ; his chaice aif able ta awaken, will provide abundant
the wrong name seals is d am. But wpportunities for its occurrence. ,
it, in spite ai al the plausible good hope that you appreciate this alreadt,
names with wvhich bis thirsty iancy sa 'without any iurther explanation.
copiously furnishes him, he nwaver- I have been accused of holding u-
ingly clings ta the truer bad na ae, before yaou, in the course fi these talks,
and apperceives the case as that i a mechanical and even a materianistc
cl being a drunkard, being a drunkard i view a the mind. I have called it ao
being a drunkard," bis feet are planted organism and a machine; I ha
on the road ta salvation he saves spkenaiitsreactianon the envirai
himsel-by thinking rightly. ment as the essential thing about i

Thus are your pupils ta be saved: and I have reierred this, either openi y
first, by the stock ai ideas with which or impcitly, ta the construction ai t,
you furnish then; second, by the nervus systen. I have in fact r-
amount a voluntary attention that ceived notes from some ai ytu beggi
they can exert in holding ta the right me ta be more explicit on this point
ones, however unpalatabe; and thir, Now, in these lectures, I wish ta 
by the several habits ai acting dein strictly practical and useful, and
itely on these latter ta which they have keep free rom aIl speculative comp
been trained. catins. Nevertheless, I do fot wi i

In a this, the power ai voluntarily ta leave any ambiguity about my of a
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position, and I will therefore say, in its plausibility, but simply because, if
order to avoid all misunderstanding, free will ;s true, it wo'ild seem absurd
that in no sense do I count myself a to have the belief in it fataily forced
materialist. I cannot see how such a on out acceptance. Considering the
thing as our consciousness can pos- inner ftness of things, one would
sibly be produced by a nervous ma- rather think that the very first act of a
chinery, though I can perfectly well will endowed with freedom should be
see how, if "ideas" do a.ccompany to sustain the belief in the freedom
the workings of the machinery, the itself. I accordingly believe in my
order of the ideas might very well fol- freedom with the best of scientific
low exactly the order of the machine's consciences, and hope that, whether
operations. Our habitual associations you follow my example in this respect
of ideas, trains of thought, and or nor, it will at least make you see
sequences of action might thus be con- that such psychological and psycho-
sequences of the succession of currents physical theories as I hold do fot
in our nervous systems. Abd the pos- necessarily force a man to becone a
sible stock of ideas a man would have fatalist or a materialist.
to choose from nuigbt depend on his One final word about the will, and 1
native and acquired brain powers ex- sha conclude both that subject and
clusiveoy. If this were aol, we might these lectures.
indeed adopt the fatapist conception There are two types of wl ; there
which n sketched for you but a short are also two types of inhibition. We
while ago. Our ideas would be deter- may cal them inhibition by represion
mined by brain currents, and these by or by negation, and inhibition by sub-
cecanical laws exclusively stitution, respectively. The difwmrence

But after what we have just seen- sbetween thein is that, in the case of
nanely, the part played by voluntary inhibition by repression, both the in-
attention in volition-a belief in free hibited idea and the inhibiting idea,
will and purely spiritual causaton is the impulsive idea and the dea that
stili open to us. The duration and negates it, remain along with each
amnount of this attention seern within other in consciousness, producing a
certain imits indeterinate. We yee certain inward strain or tension there;
as if we could make it r-ally more or whereas, in inhibition by substitution,
less, and as if our free action in this the inhibting idea supersedes alto-
regard were a genuine critical point in gether the idea which it inhbits, and
nature, a point on which our destiny I the latter quickly vanishes from the
and that of others might oinge. The field.
whole question of free wilm concentrates For instance, your pupils are wan-
itself, then, at this saie small point : dering in mmd, are listening to a sound

aIs, or is not, this most natural ap- outside the window, which presently
pearance of indeterminismn at this grows interesting enough to claim ail
point an illusion?" their attention. You catin cal the lat-

It is plain that such a question cat ter back by bellowing at them not to
be decided only by general analogies, listen to those sounds, but to keep
and not by accurate observations. The their minds o a their books or on what
free-willist believes the appearance t you are saying. And by thus keeping
be a reality ; the determinist believes them conscious that your eye is sternly
that it is an illusion. I mysef hold upon them you n eay produce a good
with the free willists ; not because I effect. But it wi be a wastefu effect
cannot conceive the fatalist theory and an inferior effect. For the mo-
clearly, or because I fail to understand ment you relax your supervision, the
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attractive disturbance, always there tion ofgood he gives the name of free-
soliciting their curiosity, will over. man. See ta it now, I beg you, that
power them, ard they will be just as you make freemen af your pupils, by
they were before ; whereas if, without habituating them ta act, whenever pas-
saying anything about the street dis. sible, under the notion of a god.
turbances, you open a counter attrac Get them habitually ta tell the truth,
tion by starting some very interesting fot so much by showing them the
talk or demonstration yourself, they wvckedness af lying as by arousing
will altogether forget the distracting their enthusiasr for honar and ver-
incident, and without any effort follow acity. Veau them from their native
you along. There are many interests cruelty by imparting ta them some of
that can never be inhibited by the your own positive sympathy vith an
way of negation. To a man in love, animal's inner springs af joy. And in
for example, it is literally impossible, the tessons which yau may be legally
by any effort of will, to annul his pas- obliged ta conduct upon the bad
sion ; but ]et "some new planet swim effects of alcohol, lay less stress than
into his ken." and the former idol will the books do an the drunkard's stam-
immediately cease to engross his mind. ach, kidneys, nerves, and social mis-

It is clear that, in general, we eries, and more on the blessings af
ought, whenever we can, to employii having an arganism kept in life-Iang
the method of inhibition by substitu- possession ai its ll youthful elasticity
tion. He v'hose life is based upon the by a sweet, sound blood, ta which
word "no," who tells the truth, not stimulants and narcatics are unknawn,
impulsively, but rather because a lie is and ta which the marning sun and air
wicked, and who has constartly to and dew will daily came as sufficiently
grapple with his envions and cowardly powerful intoxicants.
and mean propensities, is in an in. 1 have now ended these talks, If ta
ferior situation in every respect to what sane ai Vou the things I have said
he would be if the love of truth and seen obvions or trivia), it is passible
magnanmity positively possessed tuni that they may appear less s when, in
from the outset, and he felt no inferior the course ai a year or twa, yau find
temptattons. Your born gentleman is yourselves naticing and apperceiviig
certainly, for this world's purposes, a events in the schoolroom a littie differ
more valuable being than your ently, in consequence af sane of the
" Crump, with his grunting resistance conceptions I have tried ta nake
to his native devils," even though, in mare clear. 1 cannot but think that
God's sight, the latter, according to ta appeiceive your pupil as a littk
the phrase of the Catholic theologians, sensitive, impulsive, associative, and
may be rolling up great stores of reactive arganisni, partly fated and
" merit." partly free, will lead t a better intelli

Spinoza long ago wrote in his Ethics gence ai ail bis ways. Understanè
that anything that a man can avoid him, then, as such a subtle littie piect
under the notion that it is bad, he ai machiner. And if, in addition
may also avoid under the notion that yau can Vaurself see him sub speci
something else is good. He who boni and lave bu toa, yau will be ir
habitually acts sub specie salt, under ibe best possible position for ecan
the negative notion, the notion of the ing perfect teachers.
bad, is called a slave by Spinoza. To -he At/anti Mon/h/y.
hini who acts habitually utlder the ntu
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

Deliver not the tasks of might j 4'That from Discussion's lips may fal
To weakness, neither hide the ray I With Lite, that working strongly, binds-
From those, not blind, who wait for day, I Set in ail lights, by many minds,

Tho' sitting girt with doubtful light. I So close the interests of ail."

We have had another mid-sum-
mer examination of our Public
Schools for admission, etc., to the
High School. The annual result
follows of widespread dissatisfac-
tion with the examination papers.
Our readers are fully aware that this
magazine for years past has had to
give voice to the annual dissatisfac-
tion. We have felt compelled to do
qo, and to ask again and again why
these papers are frequently so faulty?
Where is the difficulty ? Do the
gentlemen who prepare these papers
understand that it is not an easy
matter to set good examination
papers for our Public Schools ?

Are they misled by the notion
that the boys and girls of our
Public Schools know but very little
and, therefore. it is a matter requir-
ing no special reading and but
little thought, to prepare suitable
papers for these children ? If this
is true or only partially true, then it
is a pity. Reader, think of the
harm inflicted on the scholars of our
Public Schools, the injustice done
to our teachers of these schools and
the set-back given to the different
educational interests of Ontario. We
ask again a question we have asked
hefore, are these examiners paid suf.
ficently for the work they have by
the Education Department under-
taken to warrant them to read care-
fully and prepare conscientiously
for the satisfactory performance of
their duty in this respect ? We feel
called upon to apologize to then for
hinting at this possible solution of
a long-standing grievance. But we
are so bew.ldered by the continuance
of this lonf-standing weakness in
our examinations, year after year,

that we take the liberty of binting at
the possibility of unwise economy
having something to do with this
very undesirable state of things.
Let the reason or reasons be what
they may, it is high time that active
measures were taken to apply a
proper and efiective remedy.

We are glad that tiee Deputy
Minister of Education has published
the circular given below, directing
local examination boards to exercise
a certain amount of discretionary
power in dealing with unsuitable
papers :

THE PHYSIOLOGY PAPERS.

To the editor of the Mail and Em-
pire :

SIR,-In order to answer several
enquiries, allow me to state, regard-
ing the paper' in physiology and
temperance submitted at the recent
High School EntranceExamination,
that no mistake, as has been infer-
red, was made by the Education
Department in using for that exam-
ination the qtestion paper intended
for the Public School Leaving Ex-
amination. The papers submitted
to the various candidates correspond
to the manuscript copies prepared
by the examiners, with such altera-
tions as were duly approved by the
three members of the Board, before
being printed. It is a rule of the
Department to give no directions for
printing )ff papers until the '-st re-
visions are duly certified to as cor-
rect by the exaniners,all documents
being preserved.

It may not be generally known
that should any objection be raised
respecting the character of an exam-
ination paper, no special action is
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required to be taken by the Educa- muneration ? That is the problem,
tion Department, in view of the and if the spirit of co-operation
discretionary powers left in the among our teachers be not alto;e-
hands of local boards of examiners ther dead,we would press for a solu-
under the provisions of regulation tion from then of this most tangi-
26. In other words, local boards of ble of propositions, before proceed-
examiners have authority to deal ing to its fuller ex .minations in their
with any circurhstance vhich might interests.
otherwise be deemed to cause an It is beginning at last to be be-
injustice. lieved that our elementary teacher

Yours, etc., JoHN MILLAR. is altogether too elementary, though
Deputy Minster of Education. it is a remarkable circumstance

Education Department, Toronto that the pupil-teacher lias continued
11th July, 1899. to be enployed for such a length of

--- time in the communities of the old
Salary is not everything. Per- country, and that so many uncer-

haps not. But salary is sonething tificated teachers are still to be
tangible as a means to an end, and found teaching in some of our
nearlyevery reforn the world hasý Canadian provinces at a remunera-
seen accomplished lias been started tion even less than sixteen dollars a
from something tangible. The low month. Sir Evelyn Oakeley has
status of the teaching profession is lately uttered words of condemna-
a recurring thesis in every educa1 tion against the pupil-teacher sys-
tional periodical in the world. And tem, which is neither more nor less
yet after ail our theorizing about than a system founded on a oolicy
the improvement of our methods of economy and not on a pri'nciple
and method-schools, ahl our efforts of education. He der unced in the
to impose stiffer tests in examination strongest ternis the practice of em
work, ail our pleadings in behaif of ploying persons of unformed and iii-
better school houses, more intelli- furnished minds in forming and fur-
gent trustees, and a more active in- nishing the minds of othe:s, and his
spection, how much higher has the words would form a re.dy appeal
professional status of the teacher to the communities in our own
been raised ? Dominion which are still content to

And why ? Simply because the employ the cheapest material that
something tangible lias been to a large comes to hand to supervise the
extent lacking mn our efforts, and forming of the minds of their chil-
while the scale of remuneration in dren. It is not much such tea -hers
other walks in life bas been changed have to do, as they say, is but an
for the better, the remuneration of ignorant way of indicating the most
the teacher has advanced but little. important work any human being
But what are we going to do about can be engaged in.
it, as a facetious member once said
to the Speaker of the Hlouse of Com- The condition of the pupil-teacher
mons? How are we going to change in England has, moreover, been
what seems to be an unchangeable under consideration of a commission,
condition of affairs ? In a word, which means that the system is to bu
how are we going to induce a com- perpetuated under the following
munity to pay more than sixteen ameliorations in behalf of the pupil-
dollars a month for a teacher, if i teacher. In future the pupil-teachers
there be certificated teachers enough 1of the first and second years are tc
and to spare, to be had for that re- teach only ten hours per we-k, whilk
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those of the third and fourth years appointed at the Iast convention of
are to give fifteen hours a veek to the Dominion Educational Associa-
teaching. The duties of the juniors tion, and the var raging in Chicago
are to beconfined to (a)thecorrecting should be ofinterest ta the members
of exercises, (b) the superintendence of that committee, if fot ta our
of the playground, (c) the reading of teachers generally. Dr. Andrews,
dictation, (d) the revising of lessons the new superintendent of schools
and (e) the assisting of an adult in the great western retropolis, has
teacher in class management; while sent a circular letter ta his sub-
the duties of the seniors are to be of superintendents and teachers, caun-
a more advanced character, includ- selling some changes; but he bas
ing the conducting of classes under nat escaped being condemned for
the direct supervision of the head encauraging the teaching of the
master or his assistants. The pupil- children ta speli in defiance of
teacher's hard life is thus to be standard authority, and calîs upan
ameliorated, but what of the system the Board of Educatian ta intervene
which still makes an experiment of and not allow the taxes of the peo-
the classes in a school under the pie ta be used for teaching the
supervision of a mere novice whose children ta mis-spell. We would
own education is sadly deficient? hardly dare take part in the con-

-- traversy, even if it were ta be awak-
The spelling reforniers are getting ened or re-awakened in Canada, so

anxious and violent in Chicago; ai many more serions educational
most as violent as they once were in questions demanding our attention;
Toronto and' other sections of the but if the movement is ta be digni
Dominion, though perhaps not more fied with the name of reform there
anxious. The Times-Herald, of the wjll be few of aur educationaL re-
former city, chanced to say the other formers, with faith in the rightness
day that " there is no phonetic of things, who will swallov such an
spelling that can possibly represent ethical principle as this, even if it
the English language, none that can cames from such a pretentiaus cen-
give us uniformity unless the num- tre of educatian as Chicago. "Ex-
ber of our vowel sounds is reduced pediency and nat logic or consist-
so that pronunciation and spelling ency inust be the watchward of re-
are simplified at the same time. The form, at least for a time. This
great organic whole must be done principle the conmittee has fully
over at every part, and this would accepted and announced in its re-
be an impossible task even for a con- commendation of the two words
gress of philologists." And this is about which a question bas been
how the editor comes in for his raised. As one advacate of reform
punishment at the hands of one of ve are thankful that the cammittee
the over-anxious spelling reformers: decided noý ta be fettered by logic
"Isthere an idiot outsideofthe Times- or rigid consistency. We would
Eerald office who would say that no much prefer ta see twa simpiied
phonetic spelling can possibly re- spellings, even if not perfectly lagi-
present the English language, and cal, adopted by the masses, than ta
that we must reduce the number of see a hundred words sinplifled with
vowel sounds which we utter in order an ideal consistency and s0 spelled
to obtain any uniformity in aur only by the theoists and doctrin-
spelling ? Such drivel does not de-. aires."
serve answer." There exists a Can-
adian committee on this question There may be'something in the
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following paragraph for the Protest- one to the educationist who knows
ant Committee on Education in no expediency. The utilitarian
Quebec, which still runs its schools is always in the way of introducing
on the payment by results systeni. sundry changes which the true edu-
Robert Lowe, the prominent states- cationists cannot but reject, though
man who earned a peerage in his such rejection nearly always issues
labours as a reformer in the British in the increasing popularity of the
Parliament, and who once thought utilitarian and the overwhelming
to protect the treasury by advocat- unpopularity of the true education-
ing his once famous " New Code," ist, and yet it is strange that so few
was the father of the system of attempts have been made to improve
payment by results in England, just the moral condition of our schools by
as the Rev. Dr. Mathews, of Que- the introduction of an improved
bec, may be looked upon as moral drill or training, when there
the father of the Quebec idea. can be no question raised as to the
Most people have a notion that legitimacy of such a reform. The
there is now no such system in exist- lion in the way of a sound moral
ence. But as one of our contemp- training in our schbols is undoubt-
oraries says, there never was a edly denominationalism, and it some-
greater mistake. " Whitehall still times looks as if no remedy were
drives a roaring trade in results, possible, as long as the antagonisms
and the volume of business is to be of creed last. Would it not be pos-
measured by tens of thousands of sible, however, to have a committee
pounds. It is true that the article appointed to formulate some kind of
sold is not worth much when it is a programme which would be more
bought, and that in order to produce satisfactory than the present hap-
it other articles that are worth in- hazard listlessness ?
finitely more are sacrificed, but the Oneofour public menhaslatelysaid
Department cannot bring itself to i connection with this matter: "As
abandon this last trace of the most ta the religion§ difflculty in educ?-
mischievous policy that was ever tion, the two parties always seemed
pursued in our national education. to him ta make twa opposite mis-
What is the consequence of our pres- takes. Those who took upon them
ent system of making piecemeal in selves ta advocate what they called
stead of block grants ? It is that religious education, and almost al-
schools are constantly tempted to ways advocated it in respect of what
take up more subjects than they can they calleddognasandthedistinctive
properly teach, a result which neces element in religious teaching, did
sarily involves the neglect of sub- fot care for it unless it vas dogmatic
jects that might be successfully and distinctive; and the other party
taught." were fot content vith denying that,

-- but they wvent on ta disparage re-
The multiplicity of suggestions ligious education altogether, and

in behalf of an improved school said that they looked upon it as of
curriculum has been a " wearisome- very little importance or value, and
ness to the flesh " to hundreds of would almost as soon it were left
our most conscientiously indus- out. Neitheroftheseviewsseemed
trious teachers, and the legitimacy ta touch the essence of thermat
or illegitimacy of any '"new ter. Theteachers couldapproach
branch" suggested by the Depart- it from an educational point of view,
ment or other of our educational and would be able ta throw a greal
masters is neyer an. unimpartant deal of light upon the question.
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There was a great value in religious
education, but not of the kind often
attributed to it. They could teach
children two things by example and
by precept-one was honor and the
other was. rympathy. They could
give children up to fifteen or sixteen
years of age an intelligent, appre-
ciative idea of the history of the Old
and New Testaments, and make
them interested in it. Quite apart
from religion, every person desirous
of being educated ought to know the
history of the Old and New Testa-
ments. An attempt to bring to the
minds of the children specific
dogmas was almost hopeless, be-
cause either the child did not un-
derstand them or misunderstood
them. Very often they remained
mere words to the child who was
taught to repeat them. He had
never been able to see that practi-
cally there had followed in those
church or school systems which had
attempted to base their teaching
either upon constant appeals to re.
ligious emotion or uporn constant
dwelhngs on distinctive dogmas
any result for a moment commen-
surate with the pains spent."

The difficulties that beset the
young Canadian, poor but ami itious,
who is anxious to climb from a
lower to a higher position in the
social scale through his own efforts
to educate himself, are becoming
more and more insurmountable
every year through the limitations of
our greater universities and the
intensifying of their curricula. The
self-made man, fron an educational
standpoint, will soon be a thing of
the past, and when all our minor
colleges have become swallowed up
bythe great central scholastic insti
tutions, the man that is born the
son of " a hewer of wood and drawer
of water " will have to take to his
father's business for lack of means

and opportunmty of fitting himself
educationally for the higher walks
in life. Many of our most prominent
citizens have often been heard to say
with pride in public that they began
life by teaching in some country
academy or by making some other
occupation a stepping.stone to a
college course. In their.days there
was given to the aspiring Canadian
youth many opportunities of making
the most of his environment on his
climb to a final settlemnent in life,
but nowadays» these opportunities
are being steadily curtailed, perhaps
with profit to the country at large,
as some may say, though undoubt-
edly to the discouragement of those
who are energetic enough to improve
their circunstances, with the innate
intellectuality necessary to do so.
In the Lower Provinces there has
often been raised a cry in favour of
college amalgamation, but whatever
the forces are that have kept the
colleges of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick apart (whether these
forces be economic, professional, or
denominational) it is true that there
are still no less than six degree
granting institutions in that part
of our Dominion. To educate a lad
in any of these institutions a mini
mum of one hundred dollarshas been
found sufficient, and even yet a
young man of ability and ambition
may enter any of these schools
without drawing very heavily on his
parents or friends. The Province
of Quebec until lately had also its
minor colleges where the sturdy farn
er's lad, with the cail of genius on
him, might find a footing on the
iower rungs of the ladder that leads
upward in ife ; but the last of them,
we are told, is about to close its
doors fron circumstances which
cannot well be enumerated without
giving offence. In Ontario the pro.
cess of centralizing has been carried
to its fullest limit, and with the in.
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tensifying of the curricula, which is
going on in Toronto as in McGill,
the opportunities for many of the
" brightest land best " of our young
Canadians may go on diminishing
as the expenses of attending college
go on increasing. it is said that
the cost of a winter's attendance at
any of our larger colleginte institu-
tions costs more than the average
farmer's profits for a whvole year.

The mu.iplying of university col-
leges in Great Britaiò, has brought
this question even more prominently
before us. In the case of the new
university for Birmingham, an ap-
peal is being made on its behalf so
that its endownient may reach the
low water mark of a million and a
half of dollars before the classes
are st-rted. The appeal is signed
by Mr. Chamberlain, and states that
it is intended to provide for the
higher education of the Midlands in
the same way as the Victoria Uni-
versity, the Scottish universities,
and the University of Wales, are in-
tended to supply a similar demand
in their respective districts. The
older universities of Oxford and
Cambridge are not only too expen
sive for the majority of students who
are intended for an industrial and
mercantile career, but the curricu-
lum is not specially arranged for
such students.

The last of the minor colleges of
the Province of Quebec that is
threatened with extinction is Morrin
College. The staff has for the
second time within a short period
received notice that the college
will not be re-opened after a given
time.

The institution was organized by
the Rev. Dr. Cook as late as 1860,
and with an insufficient endowment
left bv Dr. Morrin, one of Quebec's
prominent physicians, supplemented

a few years ago by a lib-al grant
from the estate of tne Hou. James
G. Ross, has managed to keep its
doors open up to the prese!nt year.
With Dr. Cook's firm hand at the
helm, the policy of the 'institution
was directed in a large measure to
the making of things easy for the
student whose circumstances were
not of the best ; anià many excellent
men have bee.n prepared in its class.
es for the battle of life who have
taken a prominent after-position in
our Canadian citizenship. Tu say
that the later policy of inertness on
the part of the goveinors has lad
much to do with the decline of the
college interests would probablyonly
force some one to say that the ele-
ments of success have never -been
about the institution. But the con-
troversy, like the many other con-
troversies which have marked its
career, would tend to no purpose
in saving the institution; and to
.iave the institution should now be-
come the firm policy of the boaid
of governors, with all secondary
questiors left ou, of view. if the
governors finally announce that they
can do nothing to save the institu-
tion, then surely it is not asking too
much to demand a reorganization of
the board, with a stronger profes.
sional element in itspersonnel.

Two of our prominent " old school-
masters " have passed away during
the midsummer recess, theone being
Principal Hicks, formerly of the Mc-
Gill Normal School, and the other,
Dr. Graham, formerly princpal of
St. Francis College, Richmond. The
latter was a gentleman of matured
literary experience, who at one time
was one of Sir Jonn A. Macdonald's
most intimate political allies, and
who might have been a member of
his cabinet in i867 had he cared to
persevere in his public career. His
work on Masonry is a standard work
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among the members of the brother. stIe of lis talking, %vith a low
hood, though we are told that its L.andard of manners." Nor will be
sale was too limite( to remunerate be much consoied by being told that
the author "-r his labors of research. lie is "extremely respectable, correct
Though hi:, Lfe's labors were per- inorally, with a high sense of duty,
forined in the province of Quebec, as le undertands it, and eompate..t
his claims for scholastic honors in the technique of bis calling." A
were ignored by cither of the univer. man had rather be called a loafer
sities of that province, and it -was or a rip than be accused of droppin-
not until one of the degree-granting bis h's. We are fac fror endorsing
institutions on the other side of the Mr. Hodge's charge, but there can
line recognized his literary powers be no ofience in szying that, how-
that he received his doctorship. ever exaggerted we ay think ir,
Ha- he become a minister of Sir ve heartily support the practical
John A. Macdonald, his merits would moral le deduces, which is, that it
perhaps have come in for readier 1 would be vastly Io the benefit of our
recognition. Principal Hicks also National Schocls if gentlemen
labored for a long period a.. head of (meaning men of higher culture)
the McLeod Normal School, one of were to -dopt n any number the
the most imporeant institutions off profession. IlThe nundreds of men
the province of Quebec, but bis ser turned out year by year from Oxford
vices failed to receive due recog- and Cambridge wvho have nothing
nil'n, even in face of Dr. Bour îiiot's to do, an a don't know horw to be
latE: Pieadîng abnst the university amiything to do, b ould provid
neglect of ou. best intellectup] work- pienty of materiai." The Oxford
ers in Canada, though theh authorities Magazine, we observe, scofs at Mr.
of McGill must have bee aware of Hodge as ot knoing nhat he is
the worth of one wvho wvas for so talkhng but in reckoning one-
many years s well kmown. sixth, at least, of h r .lcatr pting graduates

as drcasss; but surely, if oe include
The fun of the orcinary news- 1those wh drift into a curac or an

paper reporter, when he finds that ushersip as a pis a be t the estimate
there is to be a meeting of teacnoers oeis well ithin the mark.
someweere wivairi his circuit. is too
wveil known ir Canada. But bis Trhe story cornes from Europe
crucl jokes, and 511' literary revel that erench, Swiss, and Gerian
ings among such vords as Il"peda* scool hdd accomplish more than Eng

gogues," anid "schoolm&rms," andý 1ish or Colonial Schools, -c.nd the
Il birch-wieders, are but nild i when reason is alleged, fot that the chu-
coNpared Svith the analysis which dren are more intelligent, the teach-
Mr. Harold Hodge gives oiý the ers more efficient and enthusiastie,
Engish schoo. nastr in a wate r but because the attendance is more
nember of Qhe butih er.The regular, being secured by thO xord
schoolmaster, as theournaeoi d Ed- pulsory clauses in the law.
cation says, will lhardly 'ike fhat
gentlenean's presentment. I oA smal, The fursy, ill-informed critic of
middle class person, wit i al the things as they are i the school-
usual irtellectual restri.c o! his roo cane in for a rebu f the other
class-uintellectual, knoving hard day from M. C. H. wyatt in his
ly anyting Nveil, paryschial in stm- paper on l Commercial Education,"
pathies, vulgar in the accent thd read before a Brighton Convention
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of Teachers, in which he comm nted socially and educationally narrow-
on the ignorance of some of tht. self. minded and inferior, and that ladies
constituted authorities who air their and gentlemen were needcd in Our
opinions in current literature. Fôr primary schools. Surely, Mr. Wyatt
instance,one wrterrecentlyinformed said, it vas unnecessary for this
them that the system of training very superior person of Iculchaw"
elementary teaching was altogether ta lisparage the finest class of
vrc-g, that thase teachers gnere tteachers in the neorld.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.

Mr. Riis contributes an article on
"The Tenant" to the August num-
ber of the .....antic Monthy. It is
not onlv a pleasure but a duty to
read whatever Mr. Riis writes. He
is not merely concerned with his
livelihood or his reputation, but is,
doing what he can to fulfil his own'
responsibility and that of others to-
wards the poor. Miss Johnston's
ser.ial, "To Have and to Hold," con-
tinues to be interesting and beauti-
fui, and is in this number much
superior to the short stories, which
is not always the case in the At-
lantic.

The most charming contribution
to the August Century is an article on
negro " Spirituals " by Marion Alex-
ander Haskell. This contains not
only reminiscent pictures of a
child's life amor.g colored people
who are pecularly happy in their
relations with children, but it con-
tains, as well, numerous examples of
the words and music of the sacred
songs composed by the colored peo-
ple. Among articles to be specially
mentioned are: " Glimeses of Wild
Life About My Cabin," by John Bur-
rouglis "The River of Tea," by
Eliza R. Scidmore, and " The
Churches of Auvergne," by Mrs.
Schuyler van Rensselar.

"Fortune's Vassals," by Sarah
Barnwell Elliot, is the complete
novel in the August Lppincott. The
characters in the story are well
drawn, soae of theni possess great
charm. The heroine is a trifle too

universal in her gifts, but that does
not spoil her, and everyone must be
sorry that the author will do noihing
to make her lot a little less panful.
" Noah's Ark," by I. Zangwill, ;s a
story of a Jew who hoped to estab-
lish a new kngdom among his peo.
ple on one of the islands above the
Falls of Niagara when Bufialo was
a village. As we ail know he did
not succeed.

" A Vexer and Unsettler," is a
pretty story about an investigating
girl in the Youth's Companion for
August 10. She discovered among
other things that a chicken does not
want to have its neck wrung. She
had tried it on herself a little, so she
laid. But a prairie fire came along
and Lindy denionstrated that she
could be of some use in the worl'.
"Dog Outlaws" is a sad story of
fallen sheep dogs.

What could have induced the edi-
tor of Liteil's Living Age, who lias
always chosen so far to print good
verse, to reproduce " Memorabile,"
by C. W. Stubbs?

" Education in the South" and
"Play as a Factor in Education '
are two valuable articles in the
August American Monthy Review of
Reviews. " The Alaskan Boundary
Dispute," by William H. Lewis,and
the " American Cup Race in 1899,"
are especially interesting to Cana-
dians.

"When Knighthood Was in
Flower," by Edwin Caskoden.
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(Charles Major), George J. McLeod, problems vith which she deals is
Toronto. clear and hrm. The characters in

This is one of the stories which I The Fowler," Nurse Isabel, Theo.
has recently attained an enormous dore Bevan, Nora and the -istorian
circulation. It is a romantic love are sure to make a deep impression.
story, pure in tone and motive, and, Those who are fortunate enough and
of course, interesting in its treat- wise enough to read "The Fovler'
ment. It is surely encouraging that will expect much of Miss Harraden.
so many people enjoy a story of this The third book is IRichard Car-
kind, but Mary Tudor, sister to King vel," by Vinston Churchill. Any-
Henry the VIII., is a fascinating one who reads this historical novel
person. viii be ready to admit that the

" Life and Remains of the Rev. author lias genuine ability and an-
R. H. Quick," edited by F. Storr. bition. His story, vhich deals vith
Cambridge . At the UnversityPress. the same period as Thackeray's

The late R. H. Quick will be re- Virginians," is well told, and is
membered as the author of one of presented with the fulness and vigor
the few books on education which of one who means to produce good
is of real use to teachers, " Educa- work. The author bas evidently
tional Reformers." The present taken Thackeray as a mode], aid
volume, chiefly made up of selec- whule it would be unkind to institute
tions from forty note-books or jour- a close comparison, Mr. Churchill,
nals is scarcelyinferior in value. His vho is a young man, is to be con-
opinions, his experience, his knowl. gratulated on his success, anost
edge of professioual difficulties make surprisingly great considering the
the pages of his note-books full of circumstances.
interest and instruction. From Macmillan & Co., London,

Three books of unusual merit and through their Toronto agents, the
interest have been issued this sum- Copp, Clark Company, have been
mer by the Copp, Clark Company, received:
Toronto. " Many Cargoes," by W. "Tbe Etcbingham Letters," by
W. Jacobs, is a volume of short Mrs. Fuller Maitiand and Sir Fred-
stories mainly aealing with the men erick Pollock. These are letters
who make short coasting voyages that are supposed to pass between
from London and back again to the a brother and sister, and which dis-
River Thames. These stories are close, along vith the affairs of an
particularly enjoyable when read interesting family connection, two
aloud. Mr. Jacobs, a new writer minds of rernankable versatility and
who bas come into his own and de- charm. Rehnement, a delicate and
serves it, has a keen perception of discriminating appreciation of the
the ridiculous, and an absolute best things, and only the best things
genius for racy conversation. in the world, humor and depth of

The second of these books is "The feeling are evident on every page
Fowler," by Beatrice Harràden, of this delightfui book, which should
who will be remembered as the not be read hastily.
author of " Ships That Pass in the "A Drama in Sunshine," by H.A.
Night," a book that was widely read Vacheil. This is a cleven, interest-
a few years ago. Miss Harraden ing, rather terrible stony of Cali-
lias learned a great deal since then. fornia, wbich is sure to find many
Her art is to be respected, and her readers.
intellectual grasp of some of the vnThe Game and the Candle," by
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Rhoda Broughton. Those who are self. More than a word should be
familiar with the work of this author said in praise of the artistic appear-
will find the same entertaining, at ance of this book, upon which Mr.
times exciting love story, which, of Morang is to be congratulated.
course, is after all only the same in Among the books recently issued
the degree of interest it arouses. by the W. J. Gage Company, of To.
Miss Broughton knows well how to ronto, are two novels of more than
tell a story. common merit. " Ragged Lady,"

Two good novels for summer by the well known American writer,
reading, issued in Longman's Col W. D. Howells, is the story of a
onial Library,are "Castle Czvargas,' poor girl of great attractiveness,who
a wholesome tale of the romantic is adopted by a rich widow. This
adventures of two brothers,by Arch lady's character is drawn with all
ibald Birt, and " One Poor Scruple," Mr. Howells' surpnîsing skill. The
by Mrs. Wilfrid Ward, an author of American consul at Venice says
considerable strength and charm, that he knows more about her in-
who in this interesting story does not side than he does about his own.
conceal, although she does not un-, What more explanation is needed ?
duly manifest ber belief in the vital- " The Mormon Prophet," by Lily
ity of the religious element in life. Dougall, is based upon the life of

Mr. George W. Morarg, of To- Mr. Joseph Smith, who had not only
ronto, has recently issued a pleasing a remarkable belief in himself, but
edition of Mrs. Harrison's "Forest must have been remarkable in other
of Bourg-Marie." All those who ways. Miss Dougall's great in-
have been aware of Mrs. Harrison's stinctive knowledge of human na-
undoubted ability and poetic gift ture, ber earnestness and artistic
will be glad to fird in this novel a worthiness find an ample justifica-
confirmation of their belief. It bas tion in this volume.
won much praise from the best criti- Books received :
cal publications in England, and W. C. Heath &- Co., Boston.
will enlarge the numbers of her ad- Moliére's Le Misanthrope, edited
mirers everywhere. by C. A. Eggert.

From the same publishing house Preytag's Aus dem Jahrhundert
have been issued " The Amateur des Grossen Krieges, edited by L.
Cracksman," by E. W. Hornung, A. Rhoades.
and " The Black Douglas," by S Racine's Andromaque, edited by
R. Crockett, "The Amateur Cracks- B. W. Wells.
man" is an entertaining accoùnt of Ginn & Co., Boston.
an extravagant conception, soma- Homer's Odyssey, book 12, edited
what after the manner of Conan by R. A. Minckwitz.
Doyle in " Sherlock Holmes." Mr. Von Chamisso's Peter Schlemihl,
Hornung is Mr. Doyle's brother-in- translated by F. H. Hedge, edited
law, and his dedication reads " To by W. R. Alger.
A.C.D. This form of flattery." Plane Geometry, by G. A. Went-

"The Black Douglas " is a his- worth.
torical novel in Mr. Crockett's well- New Plane and Solid Geometry,
known and interesting style, which by W. W. Beman and D. E. Smith.
has been lately rather over-worked. William Briggs, Toronto.
But in this book most of his readers Canadian Citizenship, by. John
will find that he has recovered him- Millar.


